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Parnassus 2013

Letter from the Editor
The vision for this year's Parruujiut edition, Inspiration Everywhere, is best summarized
through the words of photographer and filmmaker Paul Strand: "The artist's world is
limitless. It can be found anywhere, far from where he lives or a few feet away. It is always
on his doorstep."
I admire the visionaries who can look at a brick, handle its weight, inspect its grained
edges, and raise an entire house from it. To those of you who found the bricks and con
structed your own houses, I want to thank you for your vision and hard work. To those
artists who opened the door and welcomed us strangers into your world, I want to thank
you for your courage. It has been both an honor for us to rest in your thoughts and a priv
ilege to publish your work.
I would like to thank this year's staff for their creativity, dedication, and time. Each
day was an adventure all its own, and I have enjoyed your spontaneity, eagerness, and
willingness along the way. Thank you for being so wonderful. I would like to extend
my appreciation to Dr. Aaron Housholder who had not abandoned ParncuMiu) during the
final stages of his dissertation but continued to grace us with his support, presence, and
patience. I am also grateful for our panel of judges and their opinions in determining this
year's winners.
To you reading this journal, I thank you in advance for your time. I urge you to ap
proach each poem, story, and image as if entering into the artist's house. Make yourself
at home—take off your shoes, hang up your coat, and explore at your leisure. As you will
find, no house is perfect, but each is unique, fascinating, and worth entering. Let your
eyes glance past the small cracks in the vaulted ceiling to witness the way the evening
glow floats in through the curtains, hailing upon the sofa and chairs a celestial charm.
Notice also the way the light changes you as you pass through it.
The artist's world is always on his doorstep, and now, you, too, are standing there. Each
artist has invited you into his place; please, enter in and know that you are always welcome.

Emily Perschbacher
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Holding on to
Family
Audrey Estelle
Photograph

ArtUt'j statement: The story someone's hands can tell truly
fascinates me. I thought this picture of a grandfather hold
ing his grandson's hand would be a nice family heirloom. The
grandfather, a farmer, has had many trials and has worked for
everything he has, evidenced from the cracks in his nails and
the ruggedness of his skin. The boy, however, has not yet faced
hardships and knows nothing of woe. His hands are still smooth
and clean with innocence. This little boy will learn what it takes
to overcome trials by leaning on his family and that we all, young
and old, can learn from one another.
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once upon a balmy May.
josh.

'neath clouded hues of a warm Monet,
I dream that I have slipped away,

Drew
Neuenschwander

to a glade enclosed from heat of day.

beyond a sea of sailing kites,
past picnics, dogs, and dancing lights —
% 2nd Place Poetry g

^ this

haven> CQol and fresh>

what is and was discretely mesh,
drifting on a lake of blue,
I sit in a boat with a friend I knew.

his name is Josh, his hair is wild,
heart of a man. heart of a child,
for do many reasons he is known,
dreams he's watered, seeds he's sown.
he's a guitar playin' worship leader,
trumpet player, rock belayer,
the new mascot for Chic-Fil-A,
with plans to be a dorm PA,

Echo writer, longboard rider,
mediacommer, Taylathonner,
a blogger and a marathonner,
volunteer, WOW cabineteer,
photographer, videographer,
charismatic, Indie fanatic,
tarp surfer, and rugby man too.
do many facets to a single youl

funny Echo headlines swirl my brain,
a duct tape sign offering prayers for pain,
a Parnaddud story about a kid who'd pray,
bringing God his cares after every day.
your Skylark blog shared insights keen,
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about potential, freedom, and the color green,
you danced on mountains picturesque,
and chatted with me at the Sammy desk,
an awkward grin and kind, deep stare,
an orange bandana in wheat-tone hair,
hearty "mmm-hmm's" 'midst prayers for healing,
and Interlude tunes rockin' Rediger ceiling.

with less time than us, how could you be —
a friend to ALL . . . yet a friend to me?
this, I ask and questions more,
as my subconscious laps at the sandy shore.
searching for closure, finding a peace,
grasping the courage of sweet release.
I renew my trust—though rumors stew—
that the Josh you were is the Josh we knew.

consolation received, I thank my Lord,
for the great hope our faith doth afford,
while it's hard to be left here, confused, alone.. . .
there's solace in knowing, I'm close to Home.

and so, upon this balmy May,
'neath wreaths of fog in our warm Monet,
my heart resolves that I shall stay,
in this glade enclosed from heat of day.

here, beyond the sea of kites,
here, past picnios, dancing lights —
here, in our glade, so cool and fresh,
where what is and was discretely mesh,
adrift upon this lake of blue,
I sit in a boat with the friend I knew.
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Author'o note: As fellow
writers, Josh and I
originally became friends
through Parnaddud. Since
his untimely passing last
April, God has healed
me through little things:
"Interlude" shuffling up on
my iPod, impactful con
versations, even dreams.
This poem is based on a
dream I had after watching
Frequency, a film about a
man who sends CB radio
transmissions back in time
to his deceased father.
Frequency stirred up the
unresolved questions I
still had concerning Josh.
My dream that night,
a gift of grace from the
Lord, became a source
of catharsis for me. And
although it was only reliev
ing in an emotional sense
(as opposed to providing
concrete answers), the
dream somehow brought
closure to the biggest
struggles that hindered me
from moving on after the
tragedy. I hope by sharing
this poem, I can pass that
blessing along.

ArtLft'd dtatement: Mountains may proclaim God's majesty and strength, but the

Dragon Fly
Emily Simmons

intricate wings of insects offer their own equally valid testimony to the qualities
of the Creator. The perfectly chaotic detail is astounding. That a God who can
form the universe with a word would care to sketch the fine lines on a dragonfly's wing assures me that He cares about the fine lines of my life. Luke 12:27

Photograph

IA

The river runs deep that sings the song
The River

Of times long passed and lives foregone.
He flows here from a sacred place,

Hanson Reed

In yonder mountains his parent waters race,
And down through rapid, bend, and dell,
The parts where times long past still dwell,
Then quietly plays his tale to tell
Of things gone ill and things gone well.

He speaks of battles 'twixt bold and depraved
When many were lost and few were saved,
And of time when wrong was set to right
By the few weak men who chose to fight.
He sings old sayings by those who were wise
But warns that some are hidden lies
And remembers insignificant deeds,
Though small in their time, they planted seeds.

Destruction o'er years that hate hath wrought
And the dangers of degrading thought:
He speaks it all with the same hushed tone
Of water flowing slowly over stone.
So gather on the banks, ye wise, listen well,
And consider what story the river downstream will tell.

Author',) note: I can't tell you the exact circumstances surrounding the composition of "The River." I can tell
you it was written in the middle of the night, sometime last summer, barely legible, and trailing off mid-sen
tence with a few vague notes on how it should end. Typical.
I can say it had something to do with the fate of Hitler s 6th army; something to do with the Coolidge admin
istration, Ferdinand Foch at the signing of Versailles, the Civil War, and the fall of Rome. On occasion I get a
strange feeling, like an out of time experience. I see the present as the past viewed from the future. This day is
a single chord in a vast musical score, and the fact that it is currently being played bares no significance to the
piece as a whole. Crescendo Poco a poco.
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Making Do
Tamara Barrett
Photograph

Artut'd statement: After a few months in Australia, it became clear that they
were lacking in the s'mores ingredient department. This dramatic rendition of
a makeshift s'more features biscuits (Australian version of cookie), stackable
marshmallows mailed from home, and toblerone chocolate. I'm known for tak
ing food pictures, but I've never spent so much time on a shoot for that purpose.
My subject toppled over numerous times, and many of the Australians wanted
to taste test throughout. This was a fun and challenging process to share, and I
was pleased with the outcome.
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The sun hasn't yet interrupted morning sleep and I lay
Shoes and a
Highway
Angelina
Burkholder

still counting the seconds down to my snooze alarm. I ar
gue back and forth with myself, "Another five minuted?" "No,
Get up!" "But judt five minuted ..." Rolling over, I grab my
phone and tap the alarm off. I whisper a quick prayer for
strength, fight back a tear, and grab my worn out Nike's
for a morning run. I hear Mami's voice in my head as I

lace up, disapproving of the faithful way I worship these Shoes.
"Throw 'em away for goodness' sake. The neighbors must wonder why you don't just
buy a new pair."
She always finds a way to say just what she wants to say, that Mami of mine. Some
times I forget that she isn't upset with my Shoes but rather with me, her rebellious
runner daughter who shuns the world. So I run and ever since October of '09, I am a
run-aholic. Mami says I run because of pain. She tsk, tsks with all her primp, white-hair
friends at little tea parties where my apparent inability to grieve is always just a little
more interesting than the warm scones and blueberiy jam.
I finish pulling on the Shoes, sweep my slick black hair back into a loose ponytail,
and grab the door handle. The early October morning wind sweeps in and I turn to see
Mami walking out of her room. She wrings her shower cap in both hands, wearing a
question mark on her face.
"Honey, where are you going this early?"
"A run. I run every morning."
"Well dear, it's just so early. So many people are on their way to work . . . It's just
not safe."
For a brief minute I think about safety and her nerve to mention it. I know not to mess
with Mami, especially not at five in the morning when she has that I'm-worried-aboutyou-honey face on. Still, as if she knows anything about safety.
"You've never cared before. Why such a big deal now? Is it because the anniversary
scares you?"
I pull back, surprised at my tone. A shocked mother face looks at me. Great, now I
hurt her feelings.
"Go on then dear. Whatever you say."
She's such a passive woman, always talking in circles. With disgust, I suddenly feel
ashamed of her. I look away and tap my foot, counting the pattern of sunflowers on the
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wall. Sometimes I wish she would just yell at me for once, force me to slide off the Shoes,
take out the ponytail, and just stay home. Especially today. But the Shoes still always make
me go, never allowing me to rest. I look back at Mami and watch her eyes blink real fast.
Her hands clutch the shower cap to her chest and a pity feeling overwhelms me.
"Listen, I'll be extra careful. You go on, take your shower. Have a good time with the
girls. Drink some tea for me."
A wavering smile comes over her face, "Okay, honey. Be careful with those shoes.
Don't trip."
I grip the door handle again as a surge of loneliness invades me, "I love you Mami."
"Love you more."
I run for a long time. Time passes and the Shoes don't let me stop. I breathe in deeply
as my body begins relaxing after the fifth mile. While I run, I think of my shower-capped
Mami in her lace-edged, flamingo pink robe and I am glad I told her that I love her. I
think of the anniversary that hits today. I think of Mami and the anniversary, what parts
gossip and what parts sorrow will mix at the tea table today. I think of myself and the
anniversary, what my heart is ignoring and what the Shoes are battling.

-J

I miss Dad. Sometimes the pain doubles me over and fetal position with deep breaths
is the only response that eases it. The nightmares keep me running. The image of my
father's body colliding with a blazing semi truck in early dawn keeps me angry. I think
of Mami's face when the police officer arrived at our door. I think of hiding behind the
curtains, straining to listen. I remember panting from running and tasting the sweat
trailing down my eyes and outlining my lips. I like to think I tried to say something, but
I still haven't found words.
Finally the Shoes give up, deciding they punished me enough for the day. My lungs
desperately beg for air and my body shuts down. I glance up through my sweat to see
where the Shoes have taken me to today. A cornfield. A highway. Suddenly I cannot
hold up my body. I feel my feet numb. The numbness slowly spreads and I am fascinated
by how slowly my knees buckle. I cannot remember the last time I cried; it was always
just anger, never tears. The summer wind, the clouds, the lights on the highway—they
all cripple my mind. I remember tires screeching and a horn blaring. I remember watch
ing a cargo trailer swinging onto its side as it prayed to miss my father's body. My
heart stops for just seconds as I remember hiding in the cornfield, listening to my daddy
crunch under Kenworth semi tires.
A sharp horn on the highway next to me convulses me out of my stupor. I sift gravel
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through my hands as I wish, once again, that I had never followed my father out on his
run that night. Maybe if he had known I was running behind him, I wouldn't be father
less today.
The Shoes make me stand, those same Shoes who witnessed that night with me. They
kept me mute when the police said "running accident." Mami. . . What would Mami say
if she knew? The Shoes take me to the edge of the highway, more horns blare as their
passengers stare at me. Mami always says I am so much like my father. Maybe I am. The
Shoes take over, just like every other morning. I wonder why I trust them so much. I see
a semi coming somewhere in the distance and I know the Shoes see it too. I think about
my father and his life. I think about myself and my life. I think about Mami and hope she
never finds out. I whisper "I love you Mami" as shivers of light caress me to the ground.
I wonder if in five minutes the Shoes will rouse me out of a faint or if Mami will open
her door to another police officer with report of another running accident. I feel wetness
on my face and my eyesight shakes black.

Author',) note; This piece is just something I was assigned to write. Later I went back to revise it some and
began to like it. So I worked on it some more. How the idea came, I have no idea. The stoiy was made up in
the process of writing it.
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He carries bright marbles in his hands.
Delicate multicolored shining spheres
Marbles
Christina Goggin

that he can give away,
with his witty remarks and wisdom.
They are never lost,
But purposefully placed.

They reflect in his eyes,
So that I am unsure
If they are really in his palms
Or in his mind glinting outward.

I wonder, when he is old
And sparkling marbles he in dusty hands
If each will be accounted for,
Or if a trail of gleaming globes
Will lead haphazardly
In a zigzag pattern of
uselessness.

Author note: I am interested in the way things feel, not necessarily emotionally, but the tactile sense of feeling.
I am interested in capturing the way the atmosphere or tension in a moment touches on your skin, in your
breath, between your bones. My writing is based on my own experiences or thoughts and the people I know
and love, and these are my attempts to capture the physical sensations and turn them into something abstract,
hoping that when you read them, you can feel it for yourself.
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Artuft'd statement. This piece was the first print that I ever did. It was for my

Van Gogh's Table
Jaime Hughes
Linoleum Print

woodcut printmaking class and is actually a linocut (carved linoleum block).
It needed to be created from life. My dining room table seemed perfect, and
I happened to have a vase of sunflowers on it. I thought the composition was
nice and went with it. Then I needed a title. The line work was veiy remi
niscent of the impressionists to me, and we all know Van Gogh's sunflower
painting . . . And thus the name was created.

•
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Artist's statement: I painted "My Strong Tower" for my brother,
James Dolezal, a graduate of '13 who was an Ireland freshman and
brought back a postcard of Glendalough. Ireland changed his life, so I
painted the postcard photograph for him. I called it "My Strong Tow
er" because the tower guarding the graves below seems to reflect how
God protects us from the grave.

.My Strong Tower
Jennifer Dolezal
Watercolor

Jj3 3rd Place Art

^
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It's been said far and wide and, I'm sure, wide and far,
That a door's not a door when a door is ajar.
An Absurd-ditty
Mark Glenchur

Since I thought that was clever, I've made up some more:
Did you know that a sailor is sometimes ashore?
And, no house is a house when that house is aflame.
When a game is afoot, it's no longer a game.
Can you walk on a man if the man is away?
It is too hard a question. I simply can't say.
But, perhaps, my dear reader, you'll answer me this:
Is a man still a man if that man is amiss?
Well, I've no idea either. I also don't know
If a face stays the same when that face is aglow.
Can a beauty still see when her eyes are alight?
If an army's afield, is it able to fight?
If the army's afield, and the field is abloom,
Is the army abloom? So it is, I assume.
Can a runner still run if he's barely ahead?
Will a sleeper still snore even when he's abed?
If a boat is afloat and the float is adrift
And a man is aboard, then the board needs a lift.
If my heart is afire and my mind is abuzz.
Then this poem must end, and please note that it does.

Authork note: Nonsense literature, with its logical absurdities, impossible riddles, and fantastic inventions,
is both pleasurable and useful. The whimsies of Lewis Carroll and Dr. Seuss make us laugh and imagine.
Nonsense also engenders deeper thought: confronted with contradictions, readers must sort through the irra
tionality, examining their beliefs and, sometimes, correcting them. I regard nonsense as a great tool. It is both
the sugar and the medicine, and writing it is both work and play.
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She smelled like the sea. Her hair was salty. It had dried
but still contained bits of sand which felt gritty against my

Where Summer
Never Ends

face. Her brown hair was hot from the sun. I could ve spent

Katelyn S. Irons

forever with my face buried so close into hers, every inch of
us together. It had to end though. She broke apart from our
wet bathing suit hug.

"Let's gol" She took off, spraying up sand with her heels. Running her hands through
the breeze, she giggled girlishly as her swimsuit skirt rippled against her thighs and
extenuated her long legs. She left me far behind. I sighed. Those days were so filled with
love and hate: my love for what made her so wild and free and my hatred for the fact that
she was just that—wild and free.
"Come on, slow-poke!" She waved and ran towards our beach umbrella. "Last one
gets there is a blue jay bird."
"I thought it was last one gets there is a lazy turd." I collapsed on the blanket next to her.
"Oh, it is. I just knew you were going to lose." She stared off with that quirky lopsided
smile of hers plastered on her face.
"Why you!" I laughed and hugged her, knocking her over. She kissed my cheek and
jumped up again. She pirouetted in the sand and started walking away. I looked at the
junk that filled her worn converse. "Isn't this enough?"
"I'm looking for something special." She yelled from down the shore. "It still needs a
pi&ce de resistance."
She kissed her fingers

like chefs do, and with that, I lost her for a few more hours.

With those inspirational blues of hers, she would search the shore for hours for "special"
pebbles, broken shells, and trinkets, as she would call those pieces of junk, left behind
by careless tourists. She would bring all these things back to the cottage with her and
create. Washed up rubbish, things from nature, and oddments here or there would in
her hands be transformed into quirky and unique masterpieces.
That was how our days were spent: her creating and me tagging along in vain hope
of being with her. She was never really there though. When she was creating, she did
it with all of her heart as well as with her mind. I didn't care at the time though. I was
nothing when I wasn't with her.
"Why are you laughing?" I asked her once.
"Why not?" She smiled.
"You're that happy?" I raised an eyebrow.
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"No matter what's happening, you can always find something in the world to be hap
py about. If you have the right perspective." The corners of her eyes laughed at my silly
question, but at that moment, I wasn't thinking about myself. I was thinking that, as
cheesy and sentimental as it seemed, she could've made the most critical person in the
world believe her. I hadn't known how to respond to that, so I ended the difficulty by
closing my lips against hers in a powerful kiss.
I had never felt so much before in my life. That is why life is so empty now without her.
Life goes on, yes, but, without her, it is no comparison. There are other women, perhaps
even more beautiful, that have tried to make me forget. But there is no one that com
pares to how she made me feel. Around her life danced. It must have been the cadence
in her step which conducted the world.
The cadence of her step was the first thing I heard every morning. It was the tap-taptap across the rough wood floors of the cottage. I would roll over and try to fall back
asleep. But, between the sun streaming through the yellow curtains she insisted on
having and her tap-tap-tapping, I never could. She would continue her morning routine
by banging pots and pans, humming songs from musicals, and running a rock tumbler
she had in her craft room. Though her chipper attitude in the morning grated my nerves
to a zest, it also made me feel like a bad person if I didn't play along.
I get up every morning and go through her routine. Coffee. Oatmeal. Water plants.
Feed the neighborhood cat. Fold her clothes and lay her bathing suit out on their porch
swing beside me. When I settle into that sunny spot and feel the sea breeze on my face,
that's when I feel like she's beside me again. This is where she will always be, in the sun
where summer never ends.

Authork note: This is the first romantic story I've ever written. I usually stay away from the genre because
there aren't enough explosions, but somehow this escaped from my mind and I had to write it down. The in
spiration came from that feeling you get when you're out in the sun on a beautiful day and get the undeniable
feeling that everything is going to be all right. The unnamed man in this stoiy experiences that. He spends his
summer with his love, and when she is gone, he doesn't know what to do except try to recreate those feelings,
alone. The end is supposed to be ambiguous and make the reader feel both melancholy and wistful.
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Artist'* statement: I have a great love for portrait photography, but

A Light in the
Darkness
Sarah Topp
Photograph

I'm always trying to find a new way to take a portrait and to stretch
the boundaries of that term. I love shooting portraits at night be
cause the setting is so different, and new challenges arise.
One of the things I love most about photography is the ability to
capture something within a frame of only a few inches and help
viewers to notice something that they might usually ignore. God
has created so many things in His creation that reward a second
look, and I love that photography can do just that.
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There's a rat in the room.
Look there—gnawed the bed
There's a Rat

leg right off! That nest made

Jody Ford

of drier sheets, hamstrung cassettes,
and pot shards weighs more
than you. You know a rat can jump
two feet? And grow two feet
faster than you can swim
the channel and call
a hit-man. By that point
he's twenty feet tall and you
infest the nest next to the bed,
munching cheese and crackers
while he wastes money
watching pay-per-view.

Authora note: "There's a Rat" was written stream-of-consciousness style. It progresses from an exaggerated
fear of a rat to the reader becoming the rat. The rat infests the reader's life physically and mentally. This is to
imply the second meaning of the word "rat" — a scoundrel.
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This thing I feel is less like grief

In Mediad Red
(In the Middle
of Things)

And more like simple disbelief
That Death could ever be the thief
Of his enlightened soul.

Maria Martin
And moments come (and moments go)
When something somewhere in me knows
That understanding this is so
Beyond what I control.

My wandering mind will drift away
And cling to thoughts of joyful days,
And I'll almost forget the way
I shuddered and I cried.

But someone always says again,
"Here lies the man who could have been,"
And I remember how and when
Though still I wonder why.

Autbor'e note: "Memento Mori (Remember You Must Die)" and "In Medias Res (In the Middle of Things)"
are both part of a collection of poetry written to remember the life of a friend.
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Artuft'd statement: My sophomore year of high school, I was as

Self-Portrait at
Age 19
Kacey Heinlein
Graphite

signed to draw a 4"x 6" pencil self-portrait. I loved how it turned
out, and I realized that I wanted to work on drawing and por
traiture. Soon afterward, I became interested in Rembrandt.
The man did over 70 self-portraits in his life, both paintings
and etchings. Eventually, I came up with an idea that I now call
the Rembrandt Project. Eveiy year, I draw a self-portrait. This
is the fifth installment. So far, they've all been pencil and based
on gridded photos. Maybe 111 try another medium next year,
but I hope to have many years to tiy new methods.
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breeze blows water, pollen, leaves,
blossoming

emerging green signals coming spring,
like me, the world is learning to be alive.

Diana Meakem
it's a tender thing, a risky business,
pushing up through muck and dirt,

^ 3rd Place Poetry &jj

the God-knows-what that's housed your shell-

rising to sunshine,
to green stem, to blue sky,
to new life.

Author note: I wrote "blossoming" in my backyard on one of the first real days of spring. I was feeling tender
and vulnerable—growth is a painful process. The poem grew from this place. Spring is a classic motif that
reminds me of hope: no matter where I've come from or what I've been through, I can blossom. The sunshine's
beckoning.
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Homes (Or
Hidden Spaces?)
Rachel Nolan

Artist's statements For me, this piece evokes a kind of empty, melancholy feeling. I think it's perplexing to think of
how spaces are transformed over time; a place that was
once barren can be reclaimed, but a place that was once
homey can become desolate. I guess the happy part comes
in realizing that it doesn't have to stay that way.

Photograph
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The doctor held up a mirror. An abstract portrait
Triangle
Shirtwaist
Factory Fire

stared back at me. I looked from side to side; the im
age mimicked my movements. Ugly, I could see bruis
es covering my neck and face that escaped the bor

Katy Backode

ders of the bandages. They shone from underneath the
bloody patches like a child's finger painting project
gone astray.

£5 Honorable Mention fs
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"The burns will turn into scars, and the bruises will
go away eventually. However, I'm sorry, but your face

will never look as it once did," the doctor murmured as he choked back the tears.
I wonder if he was crying because he pitied me, or because he was disgusted with
what he saw. Either way, I could understand. I wasn't worth much.
I immigrated from Italy in 1904 when I was twelve, grew up in the ghettos of
New York, and tried to make something of myself by getting a job at the Triangle
Shirtwaist Factory on Washington Place. If I ended up making myself anything,
it was a hideous monster.
I stared at the doctor. There was nothing he could do, nothing I could do. My
eyes filled with tears as I thought of my hopeless future. I shifted my position
as the hard bed springs pushed into my back. The burn that stretched from my
chest downward screamed as I did so. I shouldn't have jumped down that elevator
shaft; I should have just let the fire consume me. It would have been better than
my current fate.
The thought of being burned alive was all too real. Images of my coworkers and
friends screaming, crying out for help as they were cremated alive. Those who
didn't give up so easily jumped from the windows, down nine stories, only to greet
the pavement before their judgement.
Stop. Oh, I must stop thinking about the horror, maybe if I don't remember, then
it didn't happen.
The doctor left the room, unable to say anything else. I looked out the window
and saw a light rain. In attempt to keep my mind occupied, I counted the rain
drops splattering against the window. One, Julia Aberstein. Two, Jennie Levin.
Three, Sadie Nussbaum. Four, Ester Harris. All consumed by fire, scrambling in
the narrow aisles between sewing stations, jumping over tables, being trampled
by other girls anxious for safety. Banging on doors, they were locked in from the
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outside. We were trapped. Elevator going up, going down. Girls jumping down
after it. I was running to the window. Girls flying out of them with flames at
tacking their hair, arms, and clothes. They plummeted and bounced against the
pavement. One after the other, after the other. I pushed through the panicked girls
to the elevator. The shaft was in plain sight. I jumped onto the cable. Like Tarzan I followed it down, down, down until I hit the top. Others fell on top of me.
Five, Sam Lehrer. Screams. Cries. Smoke consuming my lungs. I couldn't see. Too
many girls on top of me, too much smoke. Six, Rose Feibush. Oxygen deprived.
Everything burned. Being crushed by charred bodies. Seven, Ida Brooks. Eight,
Lizzie Adler. Nine, ten, eleven, twelve, all before my Italian eyes.
America locked me in the factory when the fire raged. America didn't put water
in the fire buckets that day. America killed my friends. America made me ugly. I
hate America.
'The rain turned into a steady stream against the glass. I turned to look at the
clock, four forty-five. Twenty-four hours since the Devil's circus. I wonder if
Mama was looking for me. If she knew about what happened. If she thought I was
dead. What would she think of me now? Ugly.
A nurse walked in and handed me a bedpan. How embarrassing. I couldn't even
do a simple human task alone anymore. They didn't treat us like humans anyways.
They locked the doors; we couldn't get out without the risk of pavement or being
crushed by other bodies. We were just their horses, working until they said stop.
We weren't human. We weren't American.
The nurse took the pan away when I was done. I gazed at her, blonde, blue-eyed.
"Just holler if you need anything, honey. It's just horrible what happened, and I
just want you to be as comfortable as possible."
I simply stared as she walked out of the room. I closed my eyes and tried to
sleep. But, instead, I saw charred faces, frozen in fear. Girls hiding under tables,
holding their knees, rocking back and forth. Friends looking back at me with fear
in their eyes before they tumbled, tumbled down into the crowd below. I saw pan
icked sprints toward every possible exit, and girls running in circles.
"Bella!"
My eyes flashed open.
"Mama!"
She ran over to me and tried to give me a hug. Then the realization in her face
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set in as she saw my bandaged, crippled body. She sunk to her knees and began
to sob.
"I went to every morgue. I stared at every body. I inspected each black heap of

person, praying it wasn't you," she sputtered.
"Mama," I said, with tears in my eyes, "I hate America."

Authord note: The "Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire" piece was the result of an assignment to write about a
depressing topic for a creative writing class. The prose took me out of my comfort zone, requiring me to put
myself in a situation far outside of anything I have experienced before. I was put in a new situation for the
first time: to write not for my own glory, but for the glory of the women who died. I mention eight names of
the women who passed away during the tragedy, and those names are of real women who really died a tragic,
unnecessary death. This was one of the first pieces that challenged me, and as a result confirmed that I was
heading down the right career path as a Media Writing major.
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This piece consists of various aluminum cans that I collected
at the recycling center in my hometown. I was inspired to make this piece from
a previous, similar piece. This piece is approximately 4 feet by 4 feet. To add
variety to the piece, I spray painted some of the cans in red and white: the top
row, fourth row down, and last (sixth) row are painted red; the fifth row down is
white; and the second and third row down are not painted—left in their original
form. The wooden frame holding the cans is also painted red. The cans are held
in place by wires stretching across the frame.
Artuit'i) statement:

Untitled
Grant Owen
Aluminum Cans,
Paint, Wire, Wood
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Pleasing
Senselessness

Come now, variety vilifies virtue in form;
The canvas of the heart is so much harder to hold;
Like a sea of crystal, smooth and unmoving,

Scott Dennis

Bids equal tidings to forlorn frames,
Lord knows how tomorrow vacillates;
On this corner, doubt doesn't demand deification.

I hear it like that of yesterday,
Or was that a shadow?
Shan't tomorrow recount
What enters to be?

D6jk vu, here again,
There, but no, how, but yes,
One pendulum strikes its adjacent;
Each mirror glimmers
The echo of undying pronouncements.
Such an explanation demands a speaker,
For words don't fall alike in every place.

Author's note: In this poem I sought to capture a sense of madness and constant motion that is reality, wavering
between so many different things. Time passes, and there is never enduring clarity or finality.
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Mr. Brown

Artuft'd statement: "Mr. Brown" is one photo in a series of five
entitled "Antiquites" that was inspired by the beauty that can be
found in what is often viewed as forgotten, overlooked, or outof-date.

Celeste Harris
Photograph
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I fall in love with you on sidewalks. The moment be
tween getting out of the car and walking in the front
On Sidewalks
Christina Goggin

door of your house, or walking from my dorm to your
car. Stepping on the cracked cement, my heart hits
my lungs and my bones, then skips a beat and jumps
again. My hands and fingers fidget like small children
told to be still. It's then that I know I feel it. You may

be loving me as you sit there waiting, but I find it in that short walk from one door
to the other.
In those moments, my skin feels the sunshine, and the breeze sweeps past my
legs and lifts my skirt, like I'm dancing. I feel the warmth on my dark hair that
I've braided especially for you. The wind pulls at the loose strands that I never
seem to be able to tie back, and I anxiously tuck pieces into place and behind my
ears. I look up at my destination and know that you're there waiting. I think about
seeing you, and it makes me smile. My face cracks in a wide grin that spreads
slowly and smoothly across my face like peanut butter on bread, then I catch
myself and purse my lips together, but I can't help it. My cheeks are still inching
toward my eyes and little excited grins escape and run across my face before I
catch them. I look down and hear my shoes make a soft grating noise as they scuff
the tiny pebbles hiding in the cracks.
I notice the people who walk on sidewalks nearby who may see me, and I skip a
little in my walk, trying to get there faster without actually changing my pace. I'm
glad they see me walking to you. I'm proud to walk toward you.
I anticipate the way you will smile. The way you will make me laugh. I walk
down the sidewalk and imagine the way your eyes will look the moment you see
me. My hands brush my sides as I walk, and my purse hits my hip with each step,
keeping a counter rhythm to my footsteps on the ground. This is when I fall in love
with you. I think about what we will do together, what we will talk about, what I
will find out about you that I don't already know. I giggle to myself, then catch it
and look around, embarrassed that someone might have heard.
It's only forty-three steps, the sidewalk between my dorm and your car waiting
on the curb. It's only seventeen steps, the sidewalk between my car and your front
door. In those steps, something swells in my chest and makes me fly. Walking to
ward you, I feel the sun and smell the grass and count my pulse in my hands and
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my belly. My mind flits between one thought and the next, scrambled and swoop
ing. The feeling doesn't stop the moment I get to the door. It grows and deepens,
but it's when I'm walking toward you that it begins. It's on the sidewalk that I fall.

Author'e note: [See note on page 20.]
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The week was not what I had thought it would
be. Somehow, I thought I could leave, and my heart
would still be mine. But when I left and stood
in the place I'd once called home, I knew that part
of me had stayed behind. A piece was lost
to little girls with sunshine smiles and boys
with teasing laughs. I did not know the cost
a week could have or how loud a noise
that silence could be. Then I stopped and thought
of what I'd gained. Though I gave away,
they gave something, too. Our love is bought
with a price—we give, we gain. I ache today,
but though a piece of myself is gone, I see
that bits of them have also come with me.

Author'^ note: "The Cost of a Week" was the result of a spring break mission trip I went on here at Taylor.
Before going on the trip, I'd heard people talk about how their lives had been changed through mission expe
riences, but even though I'd gone on mission trips before, I'd never experienced that. This trip was different
though. During that week, I fell in love with the kids we met and with the work we did, and when we left, it
was difficult to adjust again to "normal" life. This poem is an expression of the feelings I worked through and
the conclusions I eventually drew from the experience.
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Panthera leo
Jessica
Tinklenberg

Artist's statement: In Revelation 5, Christ is described as the "Lion of Judah,"
which is a phrase I've always loved. Christ is also described throughout Scrip
ture as a solid Rock, and the crown of thorns that was given Him at His cruci
fixion was likely made of acacia thorns. I chose the mountain and the acacia tree
to symbolize Christ's faithfulness and to remember His sacrifice.

Acrylic on Canvas
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The Ideal
Weatherman
Mark Glenchur

Due to isolated instances when weathermen have blundered
And declared the sun would shine, but, in reality, clouds thundered,
Some ungrateful, petty wretches have complained that TV stations
Ought to do a thing or two to save their forecasts' reputations.
So, to spare them all some trouble, I've devised a course of action
I believe would duly pacify this irritation faction:
Now, instead of vain attempts to try and pick apart the weather,
A good weatherman would simply grin and lump it all together.
"In the morning," he would say, "we might see sunshine or tornadoes,
And a hurricane, for all I know, may sweep up from Barbados.
In the afternoon, a thunderstorm could cause substantial flooding,
Or a gentle rain could wash the dainty lilies that are budding.
"In the evening, it might hail, although I say so lacking reason,
Or we might receive a blizzard, though it's rather out of season.
Then, by midnight, dreadful winds will almost certainly be blowing,
Or it could be calm and peaceful, but there's just no way of knowing."
Now, because it always might or could, you'll see, on close inspection,
That this method I've developed is the essence of perfection;
As the weatherman would ever be correct—and do not doubt it—
You could always trust the forecast and would not complain about it.

Author'o note: [See note on page 23.]
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I get restless,
so I go places.
Hanson Reed
Photograph
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Redtdtop: the polite term
for a bathroom break,
Baklava
Jody Ford

which eddentiaUy devolved
into purchasing overpriced
dnaekd.

The Greek gas station
reminds me of
a 50's restaurant
failing to predict
the future
of architecture.
The three-euro baklava
I buy drips syrup,
not maple
but white with
suggestions of honey.

In America, it lurks
in packaged products;
here, desserts seep with it,
as if the pastries
are conduits
for the sweet liquid.

The baklava floats
in a sea of boiled
sugar, a sweet,
nutty boat with
a disarming density
that breaks
any four-tined
plastic fork that
dares enter
its chiseled, flaky
fortress.
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Author's note: "Baklava"
is based on my trip to
Greece with Taylor in
Januaiy 2012. At a gas
station, my friend and I
shared a piece of baklava.
We broke the tines off of
four plastic forks in the
process of eating it.

feeling this
loneliness
Gabbi
Cunningham
Charcoal
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It was after midnight in late winter, and Jack Keene's
The Dead and
the Absent

old barroom was the warmest place to be found, short of
a real home.
Two men sat at the bar. Both wore dark suits and sable

Chandler Birch

ties, though that was all they had in common. The young
man on the left was blond, clean-shaven, and had already
drained five or six glasses of the strongest stuff he could
buy—though he had, so far, avoided spilling on his Armani jacket. The other man, older
and dark-eyed and bearded, wore a raggedy, secondhand ensemble. He had sipped his
bottle of Heineken once, plaintively, before idly contemplating the grain of the wood.
Where ve you come from, friend?" asked the first, in a bleary, tired voice. "Why the
suit? He tapped his glass and gave the bartender a significant glance.
"Funeral," replied the other.
The young one lifted his near-empty glass. "To the dead and the absent." He drank;
then, in a musing tone, he answered his own question. "I was at a wedding." The bar
tender slid him a new, full glass.
The older man stayed silent, stayed staring at the bar, at the whorls and knots. He
realized it was his turn to talk, but only faintly, through a haze. "Whose?" he asked, not
looking at the younger man.
My best friend's. Known him since college. Good man, exceLUnt man." The older man
did not reply, and so he went on, "He saved my life, once, you know."
The other still did not look up. "Oh?"
Yeah, at college. I had a bit of a gambling habit, some lonely nights. Nothing too ter
rible, you know, just the odd bets here and there to keep life interesting. I got, ah, a little
bit deeper than I d meant to, to tell the truth. Some guys came looking for me, wanted to
take a few bits for souvenirs. He bailed me out. Couple times, he did that."
The older man made a vaguely affirmative sound that might have been, "Ah." His
young companion took this as license to continue.
Wasn t just that, either. He was always covering for me. I had a few girls in col
lege . . . not always at different times. You know? And he knew the best excuses to give
them, whenever things got complicated. 'Death in the family,' that was his favorite. One
time my girlfriend came to our room while I was in there with another—well, I mean,
he told her I wasn't even there! Told her I was off golfing for the day. She bought eveiy
word. He always said he wouldn't do that for me again, but he never stopped.
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"We were inseparable." The word came out insprable. His next few words came out
slurred and stumbling. "Roomed together in grad school, graduated together. He kept
me honest, that man. Kept me sane." He gestured expansively; he would have spilled
some of his drink had he not already emptied most of it. "He deserves a good life."
Then came a silence, filled only with the sounds of the barkeep cleaning his bottles,
wiping down tables. The older man did not move except to run a finger over the wood
of the bar; silence suited him. Silence did not suit the young man, but he had lost his
momentum and could not find the words to start again, with his tongue weighed down
by the alcohol. Finally, haltingly, he said again, "He deserves a good life. That's why I
introduced them. Did you know I introduced them? Him and his . . . wife, I guess, now.
Him and his wife."
The older man sighed slowly and said, "Oh?"
"Yeah. I knew her from around. Knew her first, I mean." He shook his head a little, as
if to clear it. "I remember thinking, when I met her, 'She'd be perfect for him.' I would
have dated her in a heartbeat, but, well, I mean, I was otherwise. . . . Anyway. I intro
duced them."
The older man lifted the bottle to his mouth, pressed his lips lightly against the chilly
rim but didn't drink. His eyes were closed, imagining something far away.
"That's where they started, was with me. With me. They never really talked about that,
but I was there, right from the beginning. We would go out, the three of us. All the time.
All the time. Inseparable." His glass was fully empty now, and he thumped it against the
bar. His speech was getting faster, his words more garbled; his eyes were drifting madly.
"I let him use my car for their first date. And I was there when he came back the next
morning, all wild, all excited. I was there when he said, 'I think I love her,' and I said
how that was great. I mean, I don't think I ever expected them to, you know, last. None
of mine ever did, so why did theirs?" He was visibly agitated, perhaps even angiy, now.
The older man pulled away from the bottle, lips cold. He stared into nothingness, and
he said, softly, not to his companion or the bartender but to the person only he could see,
"The heart wants what the heart wants."
"What'dyou say?" the younger man demanded loudly, startling the older one from his
imaginings. The older man turned to him for the first time, as if only now realizing that

he was there.
"It's nothing," he said. "Just something I used to say to ... just something I used to say.
The heart wants what the heart wants.'"
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"Ha!" sneered the young man, in a voice like sour milk. '"The heart wants what the
heart wants.' I've heard that before. They say that. They. Whoever they are. Well, I'll tell
you. They forgot something." His eyes were manic and his voice thick, but his words
hardly slurred now. "You know, we assume, we assume — since we're so da.mn vmart—
we atfdume that the heart wants love. Love and peace and, and, goodwill toward men,
All that crap." He put the glass to his mouth, almost desperately, but it was empty. He
continued, undeterred. "The heart doesn't want love. Never did, never. I'll tell you what it
wants. The heart wants to feel. Potency, piquancy! Our hearts wanna ache."
He stood and spread his arms wide. His voice climbed higher with every word. "And
how do we go about getting that? Only one way! Only the narrow path! Misery. Misery,
misery, misery! To make our hearts feel. It's all we want, and God help uo, that's all well
ever get."
A halt; a breath.
"Why else would I fall in love with her? Tell me that, eh?" He slammed his glass onto
the bar, shattering it, drenching his fingers with blood. "I wish them a short and miser
able life together."
He turned and then, precariously, tipping haphazardly this way and that, he slumped
to the door and ran into the whirling eddies of snowfall. The older man watched but did
not speak, and when the bartender came to tell him he must leave, he did so silently.
But not before he kissed the bottle once more, imagining it was her lips, frozen cold,
and saying, "The heart wants, and I always wanted you."

Author',* note: This stoiy was born out of a rumination on loss. Why does it hurt? When does it hurt deepest?

How do people react to it? It seemed there were two sides to loss, one being gratingly self-absorbed and the
other radically selfless. So I found two drastically different characters, threw them in a room together, ani
watched what happened. The stoiy started off as just a single page—it was a challenge, of sorts, to cram emo
tion and catharsis into the fewest words possible. After a few months, I revisited it and put it in the sunlight to
see if it could still grow. Turns out that a single page was a bit cramped.
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All Circles
Presuppose
Brad Nickerson
Photograph
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We sit down to read, my papa and I.
I crawl on his lap. He lets out a sigh.
Papa
Laura Liechty

"You're getting so big. You're getting so tall.
Oh, I wish, how I wish that you could stay small."

I snuggle up close in his warm embrace.
In his strong arms I feel very safe.
I can do anything as long as he's near.
As long as he's close I have nothing to fear.

He starts out with reading my favorite book.
I know all the words. I don't have to look.
He says a line wrong. I give him a tip.
He says, "I'm so sorry," with a smile on his lips.

I start to get tired; my eyes slowly shut.
He says very softly, "I guess that's enough."
He carries me downstairs so I'll stay asleep.
"German for "Good night.
I love you."

"Gute nacht," he whispers. "Ich liebe dich.a"

I snuggle up close in his warm embrace.
In his strong arms I feel very safe.
I can do anything as long as he's near.
As long as he's close I have nothing to fear.

I slowly get older, one day by one day.
He tries to guide me to go the right way.
He's there for me through the good times and bad.
He's the best papa anyone ever had.

The years they fly past, and before Papa knows,
I've met a nice boy; our love slowly grows.
We talk. We listen. We share all our dreams.
And after a while he pulls out a ring.
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I snuggle up close in the boy's warm embrace.
In his strong arms I feel very safe.
I can do anything as long as he's near.
As long as he's close I have nothing to fear.

A couple months later I'm in a white dress.
And after a while I start to expect.
While waiting for her he's nervous a tad.
Before he knows, he's the world's second best dad!

He holds her in his arms with a tender embrace.
He smiles so slightly at her cute, little face.
He'll do anything for her, if she's far or she's near.
As long as she's close there is nothing to fear.

I'll never forget all the stories you told.
All the times that we talked as we both grew old.
You'll always be with me through good times and bad.
No matter what happens you'll be my best dad.

Author '•> note: When I was little, my dad wrote a touching poem for me about one of his favorite memories of

the time we spent together—when we would pick black raspberries every year around the dth of duly. When
I grew older and began to truly appreciate this special poem and what it meant, I decided to write him a poem
about one of my favorite memories with him —when he would read to me when I was little. This poem is the
result of that effort. When I sat down to write, it just came to me which is amazing because I've never really
written poetry before. But my papa is so special that he deserves a poem to show him how much I love and
appreciate him and how important he is to me. I love you Papa!
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Artist'* statement: When I begin working on a

Popsicle Stick
Spiral
Julie Hochstetler

piece, I always have a plan in mind. However,
I always alter the artwork in some way when
I'm creating it. This popsicle stick sculpture
was the most tedious piece I've even created.
It sparked my interest for 3D art.

Popsicle Sticks
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He taught me how to salsa dance,

Memento Mori

To step and keep the beat,

(Remember You
Must Die)

And when the lesson started,
I was dancing on his feet.

Maria Martin
"It's fine," he said, "You're doing great."
He smiled as if to say,
"We can take it slow at first
So you can learn the way."

He taught me different steps and how
To twirl and dip and spin,
But since the day he taught me to,
We never danced again.

I'd like to say I'm sad because,
Well, that's what you'd expect.
When a person leaves a life of dance,
A soul ought to object.

But I am somehow joyful because
Something in me knows
That he has danced with Death and lived
And stepped on all its toes.

Author'o note: [See note on page 28.]
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He was rather contentiously an old man who quite
Why Hemingway
Abhorred Adverbs
Robbie
Maakestad

sanguinely fished

somewhat alone in a skiff in the Gulf

Stream and he had very willfully gone nearly eighty-four
days now without solicitously taking a fish. Ostensibly in
the objectively first

forty days a boy had almost always

been with him. But after practically forty days seemingly
without a fish the boy's parents had sternly told him that
3rd Place Prose

the relatively old man was now definitely and finally dalao,
which is potentially the worst form of unlucky, and the

boy had quietly yet defiantly gone at their orders in another boat which perchance
vivaciously caught three unquestionably good fish the decidedly first week. Perhaps
it justly made the boy somewhat sad to see the surprisingly old man come woefully in
each day with his skiff mostly empty and he almost always went grudgingly down to
half-heartedly help him clumsily carry either the laudably coiled lines or the gaff and
harpoon and the sail that was deftly furled around the mast. The sail was sporadically
patched with flour sacks and, furtively furled, it often unnaturally looked like the flag
of dispassionately permanent defeat.

Author'd note: Ernest Hemingway prided himself on his simplistic, minimalistic writing style. In this piece, I
decided to take the first page of Hemingway's Pulitzer Prize winning novel, The 012Manand the Sea, and insert
as many adverbs as I possibly could. It is not often one gets a chance to cause a literaiy giant to roll over in
his grave.
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Art'uft'* statement: I painted "An-Anomaly" for my 2-D class, and it is

An-Anomaly
Jennifer Dolezal
Acrylic

called this firstly because the real-life lips are a disruption to the pattern
of lip prints and, so, are an anomaly. However, the idea of girls in mod
ern times using a distracting mask of beauty and perfection to hide their
insecurity and depression is not an anomaly, but rather frighteningly
common. Since "an" is the Greek root for "not," the idea behind the pic
ture is "an-anomaly."
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First, it sat at the table and ordered its meal,
The Curious
Patron
Mark Glenchur

Which consisted of crayfish, fried lettuce, and veal
And arrived with great pomp on a silvery tray,
Which the waiter unburdened, and then took away.
Next, it tucked the cloth napkin right under its chin,
Blessed the food, and began, with great zeal, to dig in.
It consumed all the crayfish, which came in a sauce

jj^drd Place Poetry

And suspiciously tasted like stale albatross.
Yet it made no complaint, for it liked them just so,
And it relished each bite, chewing calmly and slow.
When the crayfish were eaten, it started to brood,
But remembered its plate still held plenty of food.
It began to eat lettuce, each leaf deeply fried;
When the lettuce was gone, though, it quietly cried.
Then, it spotted the veal, picked its knife up, and
speared it.
It brandished its fork so that no one else neared it.
The veal could not keep it forever, alas,
And it wept as it took its last sip from its glass.
When its tears had all dried, it sat perfectly straight,
And it buttered and bit off a part of its plate.
Having eaten the rest, it ingested its knife
Without one single worry of risking its life.
Next, it bit off the tops of its fork and its spoon
Before humming the strains of a discordant tune.
Still a little bit hungry, it found it was able
To eat about half of one leg of the table.
It kept the remainder, to snack on it later,
Then pulled out its wallet and signaled the waiter.
It paid with a crisp eighty-three dollar bill,
And it walked out the door, having eaten its fill.

Author's note: [See note on page 23.]
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White rose, gently opening each day,
A Flower is
Not A Flower

parted from home. A hundred
neighbors on an open casket, sprinkled
with metallic dust by a florist

Jody Ford

who understands the closeness
of the intangible future. Each second

3
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a life disappears; clothes
scattered on the floor, alarm still
set for six a.m. The clock ticks,
irreverent. Our tiny conquests —
fast cars, planes breaking sound—
infantile feats. But the pain
remains. Does an infant
feel pain like this? Don't the
dirty dishes and scribbled
prayers shout life? Demons
scream at life stomping above
their cheap apartments with broken
thermostats. Life eternal—echoes of reality
dreamt of despite the noise. I press
my face into eternity's screen door,
smelling the air and tasting heaven's dust.
Its filtered light floods my aching house.

Autbor'o note: I wrote "A Flower Is Not A Flower" the week of my grandmother Laura's death. I wanted to
express my pain at losing her and the contrasting hope of her being in heaven. The title is to suggest that things
that seem evident and easily understood—here, flowers — imply the complexity of life and death The title is
inspired by Ryuichi Sakamoto.
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Overcoming
Caitlin Black
Photograph

Artuft'j statement: This photo was taken in Rwanda during a trip focused on
learning about the genocide, its effect on the country, and the current reconcil
iation efforts. The title refers not only to the struggle of this small creature to
overcome its obstacle but also represents the struggle of Rwandans to overcome
the societal and relational destruction of genocide. In this world we are often
presented with things we must overcome, and the journey—although often long
and painful —can also be remarkably beautiful.
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Artut'j statement: I was watching a cat video, and it just came to me.

A quiet mind
sleeps in thunder
Rodrigo Carneiro
Pen
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a

folding: a
moment in time

Diana Meakem

the house was folding into itself like a turtle settling
his head deep beneath his shell, she felt relief wash her
body in waves, the way trains in the metro come and go,
whooosh still whooosh still.

all the children were asleep, she'd tucked them in, pulling
crisp sheets to chins, eyelids closing as the door clicked
shut behind her. deep inside she felt a quiet coming.

as she walked through the rooms towards bed, all the
tired furniture was falling asleep, worn from the use of
the day. her sound of her steps echoed against wallpa
pered walls, and the smell of wisteria perfume, subdued
by the bright day, lingered.

she felt herself folding in and in and in, the way she'd
fold herself into her husband later that night, he'd hold
her and she'd breathe into sleep and find dreams tinted
with gold.

all'd well all'd well

Author'd note: "folding" was inspired by Annie Dillard (and also, I suppose, by Virginia Woolf). I love the way

Dillard shapes lines and incorpoates imagery so her prose feels like poetry. At the moment, I'm quite intrigued
with the concept of the prose poem. As a form, it blurs the line between prose and poetry and challenges the
way I think about writing. Though I don't consider this piece a prose poem, through it I am intentionally
blurring some of those lines we might be more comfortable keeping well-defined.
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a
Spell Check

I am deathly afraid
With one slip of the pen
My purpose will become obsolete.

Christina Goggin
Just move a few vowels
And my world crumbles down.
It's not an impossible feat.

What happens to me
When my purpose, my cause,
Becomes "porpoise" to my great chagrin?

What's one to do with her
"porpoise in life,"
With some blubber, a flipper, a fin?

Author'o rwU; [See note on page 20.]
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Artuft'd statement: One day I was walking along George

Forgotten Song
Tamara Barrett
Photograph

1st Place Art

Street, the busiest of all in downtown Sydney, Australia.
I looked to my right and was convinced I was dreaming
to find such an exquisite alley with no one else flocking
to see. This urban art piece was constructed to commem
orate the splendor of all the bird species that were dis
placed when their primaiy habitat was taken over by the
cement jungle we now call Sydney. Their names are listed
on the alley path, and a track of their songs plays day and
night so that they may not be forgotten. I chose this lo
cation for a photo assignment and sought to capture the
elegance and beauty of the scene complemented by my
dear friend Monika.
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Water slips past my almost naked body;
Bubbles from my nose caress my face.
I am liquid substance.
I am smooth, graceful—rolling, tipping
Side to side. Up and down,
Angled to the right, to the left.

One, two, three strokes—breathe.

My head slopes. Then rests in the water
Until it's time to peek beneath my arm,
Suck in life, repeat.
My breathing is slow, constant, steady.
My lungs inflate.
My stomach expands.

My fingers dawdle on the surface,
Plunging, slipping beneath azure fluid.
My legs propel my body through the water,
Oscillating, a queen's wave to her subjects.

One, two, three strokes—breathe.

My legs move outward—straighten,
Snap together, bend. My arms circle—
Arrow forward, draw a heart, recover.
My frog-like body thrusts forward.

My body flows with the current,
Acquiesces to the waves.

Now my arms are kayak oars. I shoot
Forward as water rushes
Beneath my back, my body,
My thighs, my calves, my instep, my toes.
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My head leads, relaxed,
Reaching and pushing forward.
I breathe in and out. Arms stretch
To grasp an unseen substance.

One, two, three strokes—breathe.

Author* note: I am a swimmer, not necessarily because I am fast or particularly talented, but mostly because
I love the feel, the experience, of water. I grew up by the ocean and spent a lot of my childhood on boats and
in various bodies of water. In a way that no other substance can, water comforts me and focuses my mind.
While swimming I feel a part of something bigger than myself— something I have no control over. Trying to
communicate such a personal, intimate experience was a challenge, but I hope that through this poem others
will get at least a glimpse of the oneness, peace, and focus that I feel every time I swim.
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ATtut'J statement: During a trip to visit relatives in Kenya, I fell in love

Punda
Casey Snyder

with African wildlife and especially with the beautiful patterns of the zebra.
They are a piece of artwork on their own, so I knew that any way I drew or
printed them would be beautiful. The title, "Punda," comes from the Swahili
word for Zebra.

Woodcut Print
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13 January 2003
Khalid's Iraq
Stephanie
Warner

Karada, Baghdad, Iraq

The car exploded unexpectedly. They usually do. I
barely registered the flash of flame

or the putrid, black

smoke that poured into the street. For that matter, I could
hardly tell where the smoke ended and my fuzzy vision
began. I couldn't hear the screams. I couldn't feel the pain. I could only smell the smoke.
Slowly, another man's voice reached my battered ears, and with it came awareness.
The gritty street beneath me. The tightness of my face. The salty taste in my mouth.
"Khalid!" The voice again. Sarmed's. I rolled my head in his direction. He'd been
blown farther back than I had and was trying to crawl to me. I saw the blood darkening
his pant leg and suddenly realized how much my arm hurt. I think I started screaming.
Maybe I already had been.
"Khalid!" Sarmed grabbed me by the torso and pulled me to a sitting position. "We
have to get out of the street. There could be another. Come on."
I wrapped my right arm around his shoulders, and we helped each other up. Some
thing was clearly wrong with his leg, and I couldn't understand how he was standing
when I couldn't even move my left arm.
We carried each other past the fires and the panicking people. A little boy sat by
a body, crying for it to get up. I couldn't even tell if it was a mom or a dad. Someone
picked him up and carried him away. We had barely made it to the next street when
the second explosion rocked the one we'd just left. Sirens were already on their way.
Sarmed and I slumped against a building to wait and prayed it wouldn't blow up.

1 November 2010

Yara tugged on my finger, swaying back and forth in her birthday dress. Her round
brown eyes glowed up at me until I couldn't help but give in.
"All right, amira. I'll take you with me to get the cake, if you promise to stay close."
Yara squealed and raced to tell her mother, my sister Inaya, who swung the small
eight-year-old up onto her hip and carried her back to me. "Any hint of trouble, you
bring her directly home."
I reached out to take my niece and winced at the tug in my left arm. Shrapnel from
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the car bomb had lopped off a chunk of my upper arm, big enough that the wound had
healed twisted under the stitches, and I could never quite straighten my arm.
I shifted Yara to my right side. Inaya watched us leave from the doorway. I knew she
was concerned for our safety. I was more concerned for hers. We Christians weren't
safe in our own homes anymore. Last week, men had knocked on Wassim's door and
shot him point blank when he answered it. His wife, Alfan, had taken the kids to get
groceries, so our church hadn't lost the whole family.
Yara and I left the neighborhood and came to the main street. A group of men stood at
the bus stop, and I nodded at them as I passed and muttered, "Addalaamu alaikum" The
traditional iva alaikum dataam floated after me. Some Christians didn't approve of using
Muslim greetings, but I didn't think Yasu would condemn me for blessing peace upon
others. Did He not teach us to bless even our enemies? With Saddam gone, it had been
far more difficult to know who my enemy was. Radicals were coming out of the ground,
and there was no one to scare them away. Even some of my Muslim friends avoided me
for fear al-Qaeda would punish them as infidel lovers.
Yara squirmed out of my arms and dragged me to the intersection. "Slow down, amira. If you wear yourself out, I'm not carrying you all the way home."
"Yes, you will," she said, blinking up at me with those round brown eyes. I shook my
head, knowing she was right. The light changed, and I took her hand to cross the street.
"What color cake are we getting? And if you say pink, I'm taking you home right now,
I said. Yara giggled and squeezed my fingers.
"What if I say purple?"
"Hmm . . . I suppose that's a compromise."
"Purple with pink butterflies?"
"That's cheating."
"No, it's not."
"Green butterflies?"
"Nope," she said, pulling me into a skip. "Pink ones."
"Amlra, grown men don't skip in public," I said, slowing her back to a walk.
"You're no fun."
"Of course, I am. I'm buying you a great big birthday cake." We turned down another
street, and my arm tingled. This was the place. Seven years ago. Sarmed's family had
fled the country because of this street. We had been seventeen when the bomb went off
The shrapnel in Sarmed's leg had sunk so deep the doctors declared it safer to live witk
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it there than for them to try to take it out. His family had had enough. The next bomb
could leave shrapnel in his head.
Last I talked to Sarmed, he and his family were about to leave a Syrian refugee camp
for the United States. That was five years ago.
"Khalid? Let's go," Yara said, tugging on my hand. "Why are we stopping?
"Sorry, amira. The bakery is just on this next street."
When we got to the bakery, Yara was delighted to find that she could, indeed, order
a purple cake with pink butterflies. I could pick the cake up before church the next
morning, and so Yara could have something to show for our long walk, I bought her a
big pink birthday balloon.
The sunset call to prayer echoed across the block from a nearby minaret. As we
walked down the darkening street, the dying sun tried to quench the balloon's pinkness with its red rays but never quite succeeded. Yara had the ribbon wrapped tightly
around her wrist, and as she skipped beside me, the balloon would bob, and the sun
would have to try to catch it again.
By the time we reached the intersection, Yara was curled in my arms with her head on
my shoulder and her balloon bouncing off the top of my head. The sun behind us cast
a long shadow, and the bobbing balloon looked like a head floating above a monstrous
beast. I tried not to laugh at the absurdity. At the same time, my scar was straining,
and I tried not to let the pain go to my face, in case anyone thought I was angry about
carrying my adorable niece. We had to be quite the sight.
I didn't have much of a breath to greet the new set of men at the bus stop as we passed,
but I tried to give a friendly nod. How heavy could an eight-year-old be?
I smelled dinner before even entering the house: lamb and rice and baked oniony pita.
The whole family was home and ready to celebrate Yara's birthday, so she had no trou
ble rousing herself and jumping from my arms. Each person got to twirl her so she could
show off her dress and was then rewarded with a bonk on the head from her balloon,
which Inaya had to snip from her wrist so it wouldn't cut off her circulation.
At dinner, Yara told everyone about the cake she would have tomorrow after church
when all her friends came over. The family oohed and ahhed appropriately throughout
the meal as she continued to tell us all about her latest achievements. When it was time
for her to go to bed, I kissed her forehead, and she wrapped her arms around my neck
and whispered, "Thank you for the cake, Uncle Khalid."
Her battered balloon floated at half mast in the dim glow of her nightlight.
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2 November 2010

Picking up the cake had taken longer than I'd expected, and I was late for church,
Father Qutaimi would probably call me by name as I arrived mid-service and welcome
me straight to the front pew. I would have to hide the cake first so he didn't thank me
for bringing the decorated sacramental bread.
I heard the blast from a block away. Bigger than a gunshot. Smaller than an air raid.
Car bomb? Suicide? My fast-walk broke into a jog, which quickly skipped into a sprint
as I realized where exactly the blast had come from. The sirens weren't far behind me.
I reached my church's street and converged with those running to help the people
spilling from our building. Smoke enveloped the steeple. Part of the front wall was miss
ing, and it looked like the structure might cave in. People were already pulling bodies
out of the church and loading them in their trunks to get them away from the scene
Others helped the wounded get at least to the other side of the street.
"Yaral" I called. "Yara! Inaya!" Shouting was no use. Noise was everywhere. Wail
ing. Screaming. Sirens. The ambulances arrived and started carrying away loads of the
wounded. "Inaya! Yara!" I continued calling.
I was looking for pink. Never had I wished to see the pesky color more, yet all I found
was red. "Yara!" I ran into the church—there wasn't even a door anymore. The air
baked me, and the smoke choked me, and I tried not to flash back into the panic of the
car bomb. This had been the work of a suicide bomber.
Bodies and parts of bodies were strewn everywhere. Blood was smeared on the walls.
Scraps of flesh stuck between what was left of the pews.
I dropped the cake I'd forgotten I held. "Yara! Inaya!"
A moan answered from my left, and I tripped over what I thought was Alfan to get to
the source of the voice. Samer was in a corner with Ibrahim's body trapping him to the
floor and a piece of a pew sticking out of his thigh.
My scar tugged as I hefted Ibrahim off Samer and tried to roll him gently away. "Are
you hurt anywhere else?" I asked.
"Not much," Samer grunted as he tried to sit up. I wrapped my arm around his waist
got him standing, and tried to navigate our way out of the building. Every movement
made him cry out in pain so that I practically had to carry him. My eyes still searched
for pink, but I waited to investigate until another man braved the sanctuary to help
Samer the rest of the way out.
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Then I picked my way to the far wall and found what I was looking for. Inayas dark
hair fell in a veil over her face, and I had to keep brushing it back just to believe it was
really her. Blood darkened her yellow blouse and trailed down her arm, dripping onto
the pink dress.
The world faded away until I was left with the pounding pulse in my ears. I felt simul
taneously disconnected from and yet all too aware of my body, of my hand as I reached
out to remove Inaya's protective arm from the form beneath it.
Inaya's body slumped to the side to reveal Yara's beneath. "Yara," I whispered, as
though waking her up for school. "Yara

" I couldn't finish her name without breaking

into a shattering sob. I crumpled to the floor beside them and wailed.
Her arm was still warm. I looked at her face, and she could have been sleeping except
for the blood that covered the rest of her. I felt the tears on my face and wished they were
blood. Why couldn't it have been me?
"Yasu, Yasu." I couldn't even pray but pulled Yara's little body into my arms and wept.
When they found us, I was still hypnotically rocking her to Heaven.

Authork note: Inspired by a conglomeration of true events, Khalid's Iraq follows a Christian Iraqi living in

Iraq following the fall of Saddam Hussein. Although Saddam was evil, he kept order that suppressed chaotic
terrorism within Iraq. When he fell, the radicals he feared poured into the country and replaced his reign of
terror with a new one. Dear friends of mine from Baghdad are now refugees in America because of the threat
to their lives as Christians. They proudly trace their Christianity back to the biblical repentance of Nineveh,
and their trials have drawn them closer to Jesus. It is important to them that we know of the continued plight
of the Christians in Iraq. This story is dedicated to them.
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ArtLft'd dtatemerit: My father is a dermatologist, and I have accompanied hie

Weathered Man
Helen Wilbers
Photograph

on two dermatology-centered mission trips to the Yucatan in Mexico. Our tear
travelled from village to village providing free checkups and skin care. Tkman's deeply wrinkled face caught my eye. In its myriad creases I could rea:
the story of a long, hard life, filled with toil under the sun. Conversely, his eye?
are blank, perhaps deadened by the same hardships that have etched his fac«|
with such expressive lines.

j*) Honorable Mention
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The words were changed—slyly, artfully—
on the corner of a morning street in New Orleans.
One Day

In a city known for its swagger and style,

Paula Weinman

and color and controversy—a city asleep,
husky, like smoke,
tired, like a man
wearing tragedy and celebration
in the lines of his hands.
In this city I found an unfinished poem:
where once there had been a declaration,
now there dangles a silver wish, unfinished.
ONEWAY
it once snarled to passerby cars.
One day
it now whispers to the wandering homeless.
One day . . .
it murmurs to the harried young waitress.
One day . . .
it breathes to a tired old teen.
One day, it tells me, and
there, the poem ends, cut
off at its peak and
dying in youth.
Forever unfinished, this poem may stay,
but perhaps, I muse,
that is the poetry of it.

Author* note: This piece was inspired by the second-to-last day on one of my mission trips to New Orleans.

My youth group went on a prayer walk about two blocks away from the French Quarter, and as we walked,
we came across the "One Way" sign I describe in this poem. I scribbled it down later that day, hoping perhaps
to finish the unfinished statement and discover what might be coming "one day." I never did quite find this out;
however, something about the sign leaves me with a deep sense of hope.
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Linda
Kelsey Van
Housen
Tempera on Wood
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Curves

Neck—

Emily Simmons

slender,
sleek
stalk.
Strong
and
straight.
Worn where hands caress day after day.
Shoulders slide seamlessly into light, aiiy bosom —

full of breath. If I listen quietly with my ear against her chest —
I can hear her heart beat—the faint rhythm of life
Flowing out of her into the room
Decrescendo
Cinch into
a tiny waist.
Laced into a corset
projecting
lady-like allure
And out again. Swing into full hips.
In contrast. In harmony. To weigh and balance
the full bosom bursting with melodies of this Stringed Lady.
The deep mournful bow draws across the wires and the
chipper pluck and thud. Two personalities of
this musical, curved body played out
for the audience to hear.

Authors rwte: "Curves" is a celebration of the similarities between the curves of a woman's body and those of a

double bass. The poem begged to be written as I spent hours practicing and becoming personally acquainted
with the instrument. When you touch such a beautiful work of art and hear the phenomenal sound it is capable
of making, it is only natural to want to express the wonder of that experience in some manner. For me, it was
through this poem. Forming the poem to mimic the shape of the instrument seemed appropriate given the
concept of the piece. I want the reader to experience the shape of a double bass as they are immersed in the
sounds of the instrument.
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Elephant
Sarah Topp
Photograph

Artut's statement: This photo was taken at a game reserve in South Africa, £
part of a J-term trip last year. It was an amazing experience to see the grace
fulness and majesty of these creatures in their natural home, and I loved tlx
opportunity to photograph them.
One of the things I love most about photography is the ability to capture some
thing within a frame of only a few inches and help viewers to notice somethiri
that they might usually ignore. God has created so many things in His creatic
that reward a second look, and I love that photography can do just that.
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Each night, Cole's dream started the same.
The Descent

He saw a barren land, sprawled out beneath a soot black
sky. And on the horizon, he saw what looked like a tower

Drew
Neuenschwander

ing mountain face.
But it wasn't a mountain. Cole already knew that.
Darkness reigned. In fact, the only way that one black

2nd Place Prose

ness could be differentiated from another was by the flick
er of an unsettling red light, which issued from the base of

the "not-mountain" in the distance.
The indiscernible black landscape whizzed by in a blur. Up ahead, stretching heaven
ward was the "not-mountain" looking steadily less like a mountain and more like what
it also was not: a building.
Cole already knew the structure wasn't a building either. But for now, while it looked
like one, it was at least preferable to take in the "architecture" of the structure.
Six steeples topped with soaring spires. High, peaked roofs, fanning out over a com
plex jumble of intersecting rooflines. Flying buttresses. Crenelated porches and para
pets. Massive balconies supported by colonnades of pillars thousands of feet tall.
It was a stunning blend of the Medieval and Gothic architectures from ancient earth.
By far, the biggest and most elaborate building Cole had ever seen — except that it wasn t
a building.
Slowly as Cole drew nearer to the structure, the flickering firelight-red glow began
to illuminate slender gaps in the walls of the cathedral, and the true nature of the struc
ture became clear: It was a mass of human beings, standing on one another's shoulders,
stacked tier upon tier. And far beneath them stood an open pit, raging with a molten
lake of liquid flames. The air hung thick with torturous heat and with the acrid stench
of sulfur.
In his mind's eye, Cole made a close pass on the eastern wall and saw the human
"bricks" of the cathedral in grisly detail. People of all shapes, sizes, and races. Nude.
Gray-skinned. Sickly. And covered with blood. Each person's wrists were encircled
by golden cuffs with holes on top and spikes impaled through the center. But instead
of impaling just one wrist, each spike skewered the wrist of one person to some part
of another.
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Like so many bricks, the people of the wall stood stacked on one another, eacK
member's feet supported by the shoulders beneath, and his or her own shoulders sup
porting the feet above. The humans' ankles, shoulders, and midriffs hung with heavy
chains. Their arms stretched out at their sides, reaching to the impaled wrists of those
on their left and right. Their faces were drawn and emaciated; their eyes were empty
with despair.
The human "bricks" on the first level stood with their feet braced on the crumbling
rim of the fire pit, straining to support the weight of the "bricks" above them, which
collectively enclosed the space over the pit, forming every imaginable flourish of ar
chitectural grandeur.
And upon this massive human trellis climbed small, bald-headed creatures, which,
anatomically, resembled miniature humans, yet they were terribly emaciated, even
more so than the "bricks." Blue and purple veins puckered from their pale white flesh,
which, in many places, was peeled open and bleeding. And in these places, the crea
tures' skin appeared dark and gritty, as if their wounds had been vigorously rubbed in
ashes or black sand. Each wore a small leather loincloth and carried in its hand a long,
vicious-looking whip.
The emaciated creatures scrambled among the bricks, insuring that each one stood
still and in place. When any brick fought to free itself or even shifted its weight, a crea
ture would scream a shrill, ungodly yell and lash the unruly brick back into submission.
Constant were the moans and pleadings of the bricks. Relentless were the screams o:
the slave drivers, the snapping of the whips. Blood trickled down the walls of the cathe
dral from the person above, to the person below, to the person below. ... The bricks were brutally skewered together in every way imaginable. Wrists spiked to
the feet above. Wrists spiked to the shoulders beside them. Feet spiked to the shoulders
beneath them. Feet spiked to feet. Wrists spiked to wrists. And what the spikes and
manacle cuffs did not secure, the hateful chains held in place.
Many of the human bricks stood stacked together in thick, tightly-packed clusters,
forming the pillars that Cole had noticed before. Teeming rows of raised arms, stapled
together at their gold-cuffed wrists, formed the peaks of innumerable rooftops.
And up above the narthex entrance, the bricks even formed a circular Rose

window

human bodies bent and twisted to form the enormous curve of the circular frame. Each
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human member of the window frame was stretched out from fingertips

to toetips, wrists

spiked to the feet, wrists spiked to feet.
The bricks' hyperextended backs formed the curves of arches and flying buttresses.
Their sweaty, trembling arms, torsos, and legs field up the weight of towers, which
must have stretched several thousand feet into the obsidian black sky.
Their straining muscles supported the weight of high balconies and porches.
Their shrieks fuelled the ire of the emaciated slave drivers.
Their blood fed the flames of the enormous hell pit beneath.
In his mind's eye, Cole descended to the ground level of the human-formed cathedral,
and slipped across a colonnaded portico. He had seen all this in countless dreams be
fore, and now, thanks to research done during his waking hours, he even had terms to
describe the array of architecture before him.
Directly inside, in the space that should have been a narthex or entrance area, the
ground dropped off sharply in a sheer rock canyon. Far below, boiling lava churned
and spat. The lava chasm extended away from the entrance down the length of the ca
thedral, forming a fiery carpet for the central walkway or nave. Arcades and aisle ways,
built with human-formed arches and pillars, layered back into the dark interior of the
cathedral farther than Cole could see. Up ahead, Cole saw a semicircular apse, flanked
by the smooth, round outer curve of an ambulatory. The ambulatory wall was lined with
enormous clerestory windows, intricately decorated with human-formed mullions and
tracery. Rising toward the window in his mind's eye, Cole sailed through the web of en
tangled limbs to the exterior of the cathedral. And then he soared upward, racing within
scant feet of the bricks. Rising, rising, upward, upward ... to the gable of a high, peaked
roof. And there, at the crown, just below the very apex where wrist kissed against skew
ered wrist, Cole saw himself.
Cole's body was facing outward, his cuffed wrists raised and spiked to the elbows
of the arms that formed the peak above him. His skin glistened with sweat from the
pungent heat of the lava pit below and from the tremendous weight of his incomparable
burden of bricks.
Every inch of Cole's body was slashed to ribbons, fresh wounds layered upon old
scars. Yet not one of his muscles stirred. His eyes didn't blink. His chest didn t breathe.
And on his face, there was an enmity of which words would fail to tell. Cole's eyes blazed
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with an emotion that was both sorrowful and enraged at the same time.
Bitter.
A bitterness so potent that even a small taste would scorch a hole straight through
you. Such was the cup of wrath that Cole had been forced to drink every day of his life.
This was where Cole's previous dream, the night before, had ended.
Everything he saw now would be new. Cole tried harder than ever to concentrate
on absorbing details. In his mind's eye, he panned down and saw his feet. One rested,
unsecured, on the shoulder of a woman. His other foot was spiked—to the shoulder of
Tiras Skorge II.
And yet, even as Cole was reeling from that revelation, he saw something else: Hie
own lips, moving. With apparent agony, the chapped, bleeding lumps of raw tissue in his
face began to peel from one another. They parted, trembled a moment. Then, with great
effort, Cole heard himself softly gravel out a single, murmured word: "Elohim."
Suddenly, Cole's goiy, fleshless arms began to bulge, straining and heaving against the
elbows to which his hands were nailed.
Cole's efforts provoked immediate shrieks from the two human bricks above him, who
cursed Cole amidst shrieks and lashed down at him with their feet.
But Cole's body was iron with determination, impervious with a numbness induced bj'
shock. And he pushed harder.
Above, he heard the gooey squish of impaled wrists sliding out along the

blood-wet

spike that held them together.
Cole closed his eyes and clenched his teeth. "Elohimmm ..." he bleated it again.
Harder they screamed. Harder their feet lashed out at him. And harder still, Cole pushed
Crack! Crack! The elbows shattered, and the broken arms raised limply in Cole's grasp,
bending outward — in the direction no elbow joint should ever allow. Cole went on
pushing, still desperate to dislodge the spike that joined the wrists above him. But to no
avail. Cole's arms raised up fully extended, and still the spike at the roof peak held firm
"ELOHIM!" Cole's brutalized voice grated out. "ELOOOOOHIM!"
Clenching his fists, Cole yanked both his arms downward, then up again—pumping
them fiercely

again and again like a boxer. But by now, Cole's struggle had attractec

hostile attention from a slave driver. Screeching with a mouth that was seemingly bigger
than its head, the hideous little monster, clambered toward Cole, cracking its whip ove'
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the unruly brick with all the strength in its scrawny, knotty-muscled frame.
Cole tried to kick the creature with his free foot as it approached, but the slaver
dodged, skittered up the human ladder behind Cole and grabbed his foot, yanking down
with more strength that Cole ever could have expected.
Cole tried to wrench his leg loose, but his broken body was too weak to resist. And
with his foot subdued, he was now completely helpless. He looked down fearfully at
the murderous little brute, which crouched on the shoulder of the woman brick below,
Cole's foot cradled to his own bony, gore-soaked chest.
Huge, bloodshot eyes, narrowed with hatred. Scant, curly wisps of hair plastered
down over its sweaty face. And clamped among the monster's nubby, rotten teeth ... a
single golden spike.
Before Cole could even react, let alone fight,

the demonic beast snatched a ham

mer from its belt, planted the spike in Cole's foot, and began pounding it into the
shoulder below.
Cole, who only moments before had assumed himself helpless, quickly rediscovered his
ability to fight, battering his miniature flogger with his knees and hip.
But the creature fended off the assault in a furious flurry of assaults with its whip. It
straddled the outstretched arm of the woman to whose shoulder Cole's foot was rapidly
being attached, wrapping its bony legs so tightly and securely around its perch that both
its hands were free to assault Cole. Hammering. Whipping. Hammering. Whipping.
Cole's torso shredded open and blood swam down his body in sheets.
So weak.. So helpless.
Wait a minute. Of course I'm helpless....
Of course! Elohim!
As the blows continued to rain down over him, Cole slowly tilted his head upward, his
eyes roving the heavens above. "Elohim," he repeated again, softly.
And then loudly, he cried out, "Elohim! ... Elohim! ... Elohim!"
Cole emerged from his dream, trembling and soaked in a cold sweat. Rolling into
a ball, the builder turned onto one side on his sleeping mat. "Oh . . . oh, Elohim! he
sobbed. "Why won't ya come down?"

Author's note: This scene is adapted from my current work in progress, an allegorical science novella entitled
The Builder.
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Artidt'd statement: I took this picture while I was studying abroad in Oxford.

Spiritus
Brianna Wyatt
Photograph

England. One afternoon, I passed by a gated path that led off the side of the
street. The weathered gate stood open, and I simply couldn't refuse the invita
tion. I soon found I had stumbled upon Holywell Cemetery. Never have I seer,
a more beautifully haunting place. In Latin, the word "spiritus" means spirit of
breath. As the sun set over the gravestones, the nature of the place felt as if it
were holding its breath in serene stillness.
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What of the one day his pale wings were lifted,
Replacement Poem
based on Sonnet
04 by Edna St.
Vincent Millay
Christina Goggin

A moment before the end of it all,
While on sharpened rocks the fearless waves fall,
And in the first sunlight of a dream gifted,
Bizarrely while his wax and feathers shifted,
The luring journey makes its deadly call.
I will permit my memory to recall
The vision of him, through all sinking thoughts sifted.
And then the leap,—the fall!—the dream is done.
His is the face of which I can't forget
The mutter and the movement, every one,
The waves that welcomed, and stillest regret;
But in that day, that moment, not begun,
The boats sailed on, and the sun had set.

Author'rf note: [See note on page 20.]
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Artist'** statement: When I begin working on a piece, I always have a

Fruity

plan in mind. However, I always alter the artwork in some way when
I'm creating it. To create this fruit drawing I altered a photo with
Photoshop and drew the picture with colored pencils.

Julie Hochstetler
Colored Pencil
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"The Beast is the Monster That Destroys Your Dream"
—Walter Dean Myers
The Beast
Mark Grisamore

Beware of the beast who destroys your dreams,
Who holds you back
By any means,
Whose driving force is crippling fear
Of laughter and mockery
And dreadful sneers,
Reaching into the depths of your mind,
Planting doubt
And sowing lies.
To your despair, though it is true,
The beast who kills your dreams
Is you.

Author k rwte: I wrote this piece over the summer while trying to find myself again after the loss of my dear
friend Josh Larkin. This piece is simply about how we have the capacity to do so much in life, and the only
one who holds us back from exploring our potential is ourselves.
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Forever Turquoise
Jessica Baide
Sterling silver ring
with turquoise
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Tobias Jameson blinked awake to the shrilling of his
Probability of
Survival
Helen Wilbers

Multidevice. Grey and sullen morning light filtered
through the blinds, illuminating his small apartment
The flat-screened television that occupied most of the
opposite wall gleamed dully, and then the blankness of
the screen became the attractive face of a female news
reporter as the set switched on, triggered by a timer. It

murmured the daily news, images flickering by rapidly on the expanse of its surface.
This was the first thing Tobias saw every morning, and the last thing he saw each
night. Motion sensors turned it on and off whenever he entered and exited the apart
ment—to conserve energy, of course.
Tobias snorted softly, levering himself upright in bed and running a thin hand
through his thick, curly chestnut hair. He thought himself lucky to have had a good
night's sleep; usually he worked the night shift at the factory and went home to sleep
all day. For that matter, he counted himself lucky to have a good job. One of the few
things his parents gave him was a good mind for mechanics. The one thing technology
couldn't fix was the tendency of technology to quit functioning for strange reasons
and at odd hours. The more complicated the equipment, the more exponentially likely
it was to break. In some factories producing simple items such as clothes and more
basic household appliances, there had been forays into putting further layers of ro
botics between the people and the products. The products were made by machines,
which were maintained by more, more complicated machines, which in turn had oc
casional check-ups by machines more complicated still, but these had to be cared for
by mechanics, who might be tasked with visiting a dozen factories monthly. Those
semi-nomadic individuals in their characteristic white uniforms always stirred the
small amount of romance in young Tobias's soul; they were in fact the inspiration
for his aspiration to become a mechanic himself. After completing his education via
computerized courses at a local college, he posted his rdsum^ on one of the many
online forums watched by potential employers. He was selected by a producer of the
complicated machines that monitor other complicated machines that produce arti
ficial organs, given an online examination at the factory (monitored, of course, by
surveillance cameras to preclude the possibility of cheating), and given the job. A
little machine recessed in the wall popped out, took his measurements, and within
five minutes spat out a perfectly-sized pair of white overalls. He began work that day.
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Tobias worked twelve-hour shifts daily, watching a wall of computer monitors that
displayed everything from logarithms to binary inter-machine chatter to mechanical
data such as pressures and friction and CPU usage. Aided by a bottle of what amount
ed to flavored

caffeine, he watched for anything that could indicate a problem. If

there was a problem, he was to fix it. If he couldn't fix it, he was to send a message to
someone who could. It was horribly, mind-numbingly boring, those hours of sitting in
a room where the light was dim and artificial, and the only sound was the monotonous
symphony of beeping and clicking and the faint buzz of the computer monitors. Once
every month, he received his own maintenance check—a nice chat with a friendly,
vaguely feminine robotic psychologist. He could quote the logarithms used to analyze
his expression, tone, and words for signs of developing neuroses and various other
mental problems. It was a sad truth that suicides were awfully common nowadays, so
that the average suicide didn't even get a thirty-second segment on the evening news.
The government had formed a committee to investigate, but they had yet to make
much progress.
The faint vibration of his bed aroused him from his mental digression; it had sensed
that he was remaining in bed longer than he ought, and should be getting up if he
wanted to get to work on time. He arose and pulled on the creased white uniform
which he hadn't bothered throwing in the apartment building's washing machine the
night before. If I am do Lucky to have a job, a place to dleep, and ample food . . . why am I do mis
erable? he wondered slowly. It was the same question he asked himself every morning,
and he was yet to find an answer. He pulled a box of vitamin-fortified cereal out of the
cupboard above the counter and poured a generous portion into a bowl, added a splash
of milk from the fridge, and ate efficiently and blankly. The cereal was unpleasantly
gritty, but it filled the void in his midriff. While he ate and sipped at a mug of strong
instant coffee, he checked the apps on his phone, as he did every morning. Weather:
mild, humid, and cloudy. News: nothing significant. New messages in three social
networking sites, but at the moment, he didn't give a damn. Not one of the messages
was from anyone he knew in real life; at any rate, he was too sleepy to care much. His
coffee wasn't acting fast enough. He closed the social network app and pulled up a
couple of others. Natural disasters—none imminent. Astronomical events—a meteor
shower peaking that night, if you happened to live somewhere with sky unpolluted
enough to see it. Probability of survival—0%. The green number glowed against a
black background. He blinked, and stopped chewing. Zero percent. . . .
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He'd just been doomed to death.
Doomed? What had made him think that? It'd a randomly generated number. I doubt the
app'd programming takeo into account proximity to dangerd duch ad potentially deadly weather
dydtemd, edcaped criminald, high crime rated, fault lined, pandemicd, or anything like that. It
required no input of perdonal data upon downloading. . . . Then again, that didnt count for
much. It was child's play to gather all sorts of significant data with a very simple pro
gram to skim social networking sites and hack medical records and whatnot. But thid
wad a free app. Innocuoud. I could write an identical, no, a better program in my head.
As the subsonic dishwasher wbumm-ed to life, now containing a dirty bowl and cof
fee mug, Tobias rode the elevator downstairs and boarded a bus. The computer that
controlled the bus blinked as he inserted his public transport card, and the door to the
seats swung open. He sat next to a teenage girl who bobbed her head to the rhythm of
an unheard tune, probably music emanating from her cochlear implants, the latest fad
among adolescents. The bus hummed along almost silently, as quiet as its passengers
breathing. There was no conversation, just the occasional rapid flurry of tapping on
Multidevice keyboards. As usual, Tobias was left alone with his thoughts.
What would happen if I did die today? Would anyone even notice? I duppode the factory dupervidord might becaude they'd have to replace my podition. Would anyone care, though? Would anyone
really midd me? . . . I've been miserable all my life, and no one really cared—no one! He was
bereft of relatives or friends and had never taken a lover, much less a wife. A wave of
self-pity swept over him so suddenly he was quite carried away in it. No, no one would
care, or midd me, no one would even notice—and I'm going to die. Not going to die, not going to
die—there'd no readon for it.
He glanced wildly about the bus. Every occupant gazed emptily into space, eyes
somewhat glazed, neither seeing nor caring what their neighbors did. No one noticed
his distress; he could have died of a heart attack (or something equally dramatic;
heart attacks were largely eradicated among everyone but the very old by early ge
netic screenings and preventative treatments) and not be noticed. He could stand
and screech his lungs out and be ignored. Or at work—he could start smashing his
head against a wall, and no one would come in to check on him—unless of course he
damaged the equipment, in which case the security force would move in and haul him
off. What if I made dure they remembered me? I could do domething abdolutely unforgettable. It
doedn't matter anyway. With those last four words, he made an unwitting confession that
he fully expected to be dead by the end of the day. . . .
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By the time he arrived at the great grey bulk of the factory, his hair stood on end
from his running his hands through it, and his face was a pale whitish-green, speck
led with perspiration. Sweat marks stained the armpits of his uniform. He presented
his security card to the scanner and walked inside down the long and sterile hall with
its glistening floor and walls and ceiling marked only by the black dot of a camera.
The hallway branched left and right; he turned right and passed through another
level of security clearance. Six doors lined the wall on his left, behind which were
identical cubicles, one of which was his. There were five others with jobs identical to
his own here, for the equipment's data output was far too extensive for one man to
monitor. The door to the second one whooshed open as he approached. For a moment
he paused hesitantly, and then he entered that dim world of binary conversation and
eternal monotony.
His chair adjusted to his body as he sat, molding around him to offer optimal com
fort. He did not want much comfort now; his head was abuzz with wild and danger
ous thoughts. They will notice me in the end. . . . Yed, they won't be able to ignore me. .. . I might
even make the newd—and then go on and be forgotten once more. I can't even remember yedterday J
top dtoried; why would anyone take dpecial notice of me? Oh hell, it'd hopeledd. If I do thid, I would
never dee the light of day again. They'd think I wad mad. But what will that matter if I'm dead and
beyond caring? He knew that this decision had been a long time coming. . . . The elec
tronic chatter faded away into the background as he picked up his tool bag and slung
it over his shoulder, making the varied collection of wrenches and gadgets rattle.
A security guard by the name of Thelma sat two floors away, watching her own
collection of monitors. Hardly a person stirred anywhere. She scratched at the scar
behind her left ear and yawned. A fuzzy image of Tobias stood and left his desk, pass
ing beyond the range of that camera and becoming visible from two different angles
on two others. She noted that he carried his tool bag and guessed he was on his way
to see to some problem with the machines. No, he wasn't going that way, he'd gone
into one of the other equipment monitors' rooms. Mudt be quite a job, huh. Needd help, 1
guedd. He emerged a minute or so later, and something about his mien struck her as
rather odd. Before she could decide what, he had ducked into the next room. She
realized that the person from the first room was not with him, and that struck her as
odder still. Rewinding, she zoomed in on the door and examined Tobias closely as he
emerged from it. Why'd he holding a wrench? An what'd all that on hid clothed? It'd red—blood':
A few keyboard strikes later, the audio from that area began playing. The door slid
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open and as Tobias hurried into the third watcher s room, Thelma heard a faint and
dying shriek. Tobias still held the wrench, which dripped little crimson puddles on the
floor. Pallor leaching the ruddiness from her cheeks, Thelma stood upright fast enough
to send her chair wheeling back across the floor. She yelled a profanity and then acti
vated security measures, effectively locking every door to anyone except the security
guards with their special-clearance ID cards. As a computerized voice adjured every
one to remain calm and warned of the danger present, she took her stun gun in one hand
and her pistol in her holster and raced through the building towards Tobias.
Tobias barely made it out of the third room before the security lockdown began.
Three people slumped with decimated skulls in their respective cubicles, and his
hands were covered with their blood and brain matter. He was beyond coherence,
shaking violently and alternating between curses and nervous, breathy laughter. He
was, in fact, quite out of his mind. The next door would not yield to him, and he gaped
at it dumbly for a heartbeat before hammering on it with his wrench. The thunderous
noise drowned out the rapid footfalls of the approaching security guard. She took
him down in a flying tackle. "No!" he shouted, writhing in her grasp. His first three
victims had not even noticed him when he entered, making his job quite easy. Thel
ma was, however, more muscular by far than he, and she had him in a tight grip. He
struggled furiously and freed a blood-slimed arm, catching her a glancing blow over
the head with his wrench. She hit back, sending the instrument of murder flying.
"You won't forget me, no one—no one will forget," he gasped wretchedly, trying to
stand. The grotesque sight actually made her take a step backwards, and as he dove
for his weapon, she fired the stun gun. It was over. No, no it wasnt, he stood and
moved towards her again; she'd missed in her agitation. Before she could fire again,
he'd struck the stun gun from her hand with the wrench and was advancing once
more. Suddenly the pistol was in her hand, and she fired twice. Tobias Jameson, age
32, white male, mechanic, was dead.
The courts decided the security guard was justified in her actions on grounds of
self-defense and the protection of others. The story was forgotten within the week by
everyone save the janitors who'd cleaned up the mess, the security guards, and the
two fortunate survivors who'd been saved by Thelma s activation of the lockdown.
Tobias was beyond caring.
This is what was once called the future—a time of miraculous devices and technology,
but also of true isolation and misery for all its citizens. A philosopher and poet once said
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that no man is an island, and perhaps he then spoke the truth, but all has changed....
Tobias is not the first victim of the loneliness brought by over-connectedness, for such
things have been going on since the early twenty-first century. He will not be the last,
nor will the tragic trend end until a change is reached. Either people must evolve to no
longer need each other, or they must rediscover that they do indeed need each other.
Neither is likely—and so the legacy of Tobias, and those like Tobias, continues.
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My favorite thing to do when I'm all alone
Thunder Clouds
are Beautiful
Really
Lydia-Grace
Espiritu

When my family is out
When the house
Is empty and won't tell a soul
What it held
What it holds
Is a girl who loves, craves the silence
So she can fill it with her sobs

I turn on a movie
And at all the sad scenes
I let the tears fall in salty streams
My chest soaking wet
My head in a blur
Crying and can't stop
Because I miss her

My favorite thing to do when I'm alone
Is let it all go
I am overwhelmed
I am unable to sleep
I enjoy the freedom in solitude
The privacy to weep

And when the emptiness around me
Releases the emptiness inside of me
Music in my tears erupts into the street
Daring the thunder to keep up with the beat
Telling the clouds to let go of the rain
The best feeling of all—the release of the pain

And when the tears have stopped
And the music is playing
I am refreshed
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I am new
Sun out. It stopped raining

My favorite thing to do
When I'm alone for a while
Is give in to the sadness
So, later, I can smile

Author'** note: My mother died of cancer on March 13, 2010. Afterwards, I felt like everyone was expecting me

to fail, so I forced myself to be strong. But God surrounded me with people who taught me that tears are not a
weakness. God will not abandon me in my grief. "Thunder Clouds are Beautiful Really" is a poem I wrote after
a moment of unfettered emotional release. It is a relief to let it all out, and there is no shame in it. Through this
poem, I want to reach out to anyone who has lost someone. You're not alone. Your tears, your ability to feel,
your freedom to sob into Jesus's shoulder, are precious gifts. He weeps along with us in our pain, and he gives
us power to see beauty in the rain and the sunshine of this life.
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Oh, the people I meet along Butterfly Way
When I take my pet fish for a walk!
On My Street
Mark Glenchur

I meet curious characters out there each day
Whose behavior will give you a shock.
For example, consider old Mr. Magoo,
Who will turn eighty-five in three weeks;
Though I know it sounds strange, I assure you it's true
That he uses his mouth when he speaks!
And if that does not come as a total surprise,
Let me tell you of Mrs. McKree;
When she wishes to see things, she opens her eyes —
When she shuts them, she ceases to see!
There's my neighbor, Miss Sally, who cries when she weepsOn my honor, I tell you, it's so.
There's Miss Angie, who's never awake when she sleeps;
How on earth this can be, I don't know.
Down the road live the Johnsons, a couple, it's said,
That has led a duplicitous life;
I have heard Mr. Johnson was happily wed
On the very same day as his wife.
Mr. Collins, it's rumored, was born in his youth,
An exuberant bundle of joy.
Since he wasn't a girl, I believe it's the truth
Mr. Collins, in fact, was a boy!
Me? I'm normal, like you are, and yet I must say
It can be rather hard not to gawk
At the oddballs I meet along Butterfly Way
When I take my pet fish for a walk.

Author'tf note: [See

note on

page 23.]
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Artist's statement: Reality is perceived.

Case of the
Mondays
Sam Stone
Photograph
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It was the only moment they were alone.
Not alone in the traditional sense. But alone in a sense
Moment
Katy Kanas

that the world spun round and round while theirs sat
still. Alone in a sense that the neurons of their brains that
were frantically skipping to other parts of the brain —
scheming, questioning, remembering, worrying — began

jj> 1st Place Prose

to

collide into the small space that they reserved for each

other, creating a slow, steady beat of togetherness. Yet, in
this moment, as they sat there with their eyes locked, the world was not removed from
them. It still moved and lived and breathed. They could still see the world bursting out
of the corner of their eyes, but it no longer scared them. It was no longer a menace.
They were alone, separate, apart, isolated from its dangers.
In this moment, the streets of their city were painted with chaos. Every few minutes,
an explosion of red and orange would splatter across the canvas of the cold and gray
sky. The girl thought these colors were beautiful until this day. She had seen them in
fireworks, in sunsets. The boy and girl once stood in front of the painting of San Gi
orgio by Monet, gazing at the way he mixed the reds and oranges into a hazy sunset.
"I could do that," the boy whispered to the girl, a smirk on his face and jest in his
eyes. "Sure you could," she said back, a sarcastic smile on her face. They stood be
neath the towering white-washed walls and ceilings of the museum, soaking in the
painting of Monet and the ways in which he brought cohesion and wholeness to the
tiny blots of color on the canvas.
But today, the red and orange slowly wrapped around their city's buildings, crum
bling their skeletons into black ash. They stripped cars bare, leaving only their metal
bones and motors. The boy and girl watched those buildings fall to rubble that day,
listening to the sound of footsteps and sirens cramming the airwaves. Some feet were
frantic, running this way and that, never sure which direction to go. Some of them
had a destination and scurried across the pavement with fuiy. And some slumped,
dragging their feet, fully aware that there was nowhere for them to go. Amidst this
chaos sat the boy and girl—on a sidewalk covered in glass, crouching behind a blue
USPS mailbox.
The girl was a streak of blue and yellow across the chaotic canvas that morning. She
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was a pair of feet that knew her destination, and ran with a fury towards it. Running
amidst the chaos searching for the boy who she sat with now, eyes locked. She woke
up that morning to the sound of a rock breaking the glass window of a store across the
street; her mind blank and her skin cold as she watched the glass shatter into a million
pieces. She knew what the shattered glass meant. Their city had been on the verge of
bursting for the past few months. A pot of boiling water; little fights,

snide remarks,

tiny threats, old scars — all bubbling, one on top of the other, until they accumulated
into a tsunami of violence, bursting the lid of the pot over the counter and spilling hot,
boiling water into every crevice of their city. She knew today was the day that the pot
had boiled over.
She turned over in her bed and looked at the threaded bracelet that laid on her
nightstand. It was the one the boy gave her before all of this began, before the pot had
even begun bubbling. She picked up the bracelet and held it in her hand, running her
fingers over each knot tied in the bracelet and feeling one slowly form in her stomach.
She had to go to his house and find him, have him run his fingers through her hair and
tell her everything was okay. She shoved the knotted bracelet into her pockets and ran
out the front door into a world full of red and orange flames and black ash.
The boy was a streak of color across the canvas that morning as well, in search of
the girl with whom he sat now, behind that blue USPS mailbox. That morning, his
roommate shook him awake, his eyes frantic and hair standing up on end.
"Dude, this city is turning to ash," his roommate said with a mouth that reeked of
alcohol and anxiety. The boy didn't need his roommate to say anything more. He knew
that the pot had boiled over. He rolled off the couch, kicked aside an empty pizza box,
and stood in the street outside of his apartment, taking in his surroundings—the city
he grew up in, beginning to waste into rubble. He saw his neighbor sitting on her front
porch, a shawl wrapped about her shoulders, blankly staring at some unseen person or
world in front of her. Although her eyes were wide, she stared at her invisible world
with indifference. When her eyes shifted to his, he had to look away. He was afraid
that whatever she was feeling was infectious. He didn't want to catch it. He needed to
find the girl and save her from the world his neighbor was staring so indifferently at.
So he took off running down the familiar sidewalks that lead to her apartment on the
corner of Hide Street.
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Two streaks across the canvas. Color against the gray ash sky. Running beneath the
buildings that flaked

and burned until they clashed together on the corner of Hide

and Vincent Street —creating a mesh of red, green, blue and yellow that comforted
and calmed.
And then, there they were. Crouching behind a blue USPS mailbox, full of letters
that would never be sent — soon to be burned and turned to ash like the rest of their
city. Her hand was in his, and it was all that they needed.
It was the only moment they were alone.

Author'4 note: This story was inspired by an instrumental song by Explosions in the Sly titled "The Only
Moment We Were Alone." Every time I listened to the song, the music created a story in my head—the story
of two people finding a moment of harmony together amidst some sort of chaos. As I wrote, I tried to create
a picture of what this moment would look like and what would lead up to it. I found that the end result, the
burning city and the portrait of these two characters together, was rather symbolic of the moments of peace
we find with someone in the midst of turbulent life situations.
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Emptiness
Carli Bowman
Photograph
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Refraction never
What a Mirror
Thinks
Jody Ford

felt so good. The
sunlight seeps
around the
veneered block
of your face to
greet me.
I smile
my duplicate.

These opaque humans
surround me again,
and to them
I would say,
Best not hazard a
look. Dandelions
wear gold in
famine. The
time you have
committed does
not compare.

Authork note: "What a Mirror Thinks" is from the perspective of a sassy and conceited mirror. I based it on
the idea that mirrors would prefer reflecting nature to vain human faces.
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Artut'e statement: I have loved the big cats for as long as I can remember. I love

• Panthera tigris
Jessica
Tinklenberg

their majesty, power, and beauty. As a biology major, I am pursuing a career in
wildlife biology or zoology and desire to work with the big cats in some way or
another. The tiger specifically has always fascinated me, with its elusive lifestyle
and its stunning markings. I drew this picture aiming to capture the tiger's na
ture and beauty, paying particular attention to his striking markings and deep,
expressive eyes.

Graphite
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•
Candle Eyes
Scott Dennis

It's hard to refuse the muse once he keeps tapping on the head,
Perfectly prime in the ignition of idiocy's unity,
So goes every night like music, sensational to the soul.
Such heart flies strewn in the wreckage of yesterday's fanfare,
Reveling in the mystery of it, oh dreamless night, and your eerie voice shrieks.

Came like a thief in the middle of a plight,
Far from near, but scarcely here, as if there was
But cannot be, albeit the reality, save dignified decency.
Chandeliers fall like clockwork one by two;
Those studded sparkled flicks of austerity
Wrecked forevermore by savage veracity taking form.

Contorted thither shall not dare not can not, might detest,
A squandering man betting on a gamble, risking chance,
Stacking his cards against a full house, flushed out the butt end;
How he must regather and pick up his poverty and replace with black shoes.
Dearest the light of thy eyes grows thin, though weary, care through it;
Life lyrically limped lethargically and coughed you out.
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Mountainous terrain and snow without end peak yonder at my face,
Shyly regaling their good fortunes, to find that all who wander are not lost,
Upon dark skylines, like a twang on a medium large banjo string, reverberates
Cold, crimson, silver waves of a kaleidoscope hiding up above,
Us down below fearing though not hearing, running but not clear—that ring!
Shuddered panes on windowsill banes come to do the dreary dividend.

Give up now give up now is time to lay down to lay down to rest to rest to
Turn down reality's volume and crank up the love,
Trembling except strong, right though too polite, honest but to a fault,
But whose fault is it?

Author'* note: This poem was deliberately written as a reflection on the uncertainty and unknown in
life, and yet we find ourselves striving and trying to ascribe meaning to what we do and experience.
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Artutt'd statement: It's root beer, not real beer.

Bottle
Dan Hogan
Photograph

^ 2nd Place Art

^
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Trees wake up
and my lungs drop into first gear,
so drowsy that they only
wheeze disapproval. Buds shaped
like spiky stars or red fungus
border boughs and patchy lawns.
They promise worldwide resurrection,
including the rebirth of profit margins
for facial tissue manufacturers.
I lie in the grass, contemplating
the benevolence of weather, while
the pressure in my sinus cavities
hits Danger Level, and a thousand
brain cells cry, "ABORT!"
The blessing of a casual wind
on a hot day makes me cry; but
my allergies can't keep me from loving it.
"That's not love," my pharmacist murmurs.
"They make a pill for that"

Author',* note: I wrote "Spring Love" to emphasize the fickleness of nature s love, rather than passing human
love. Although humans and nature seem to be in a mutually abusive relationship, there seems to be some
chemistry there.
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Zippit!
Grant Owen

Artist's statement: Zippit! consists of three oversized ceramic mouths. I added
zippers inside each mouth; the mouths resemble a traffic light, thanks to the
inspiration from a good friend, Molly Henderson. The red mouth (top) is com
pletely zipped, theyellow mouth (middle) is partly zipped, and the green mouth
(bottom) is unzipped.

Earthenware,
Paint, Zippers
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I stepped out into the street, felt the cold city air surround
As the Water
Flows

me. The door's gentle click and the quiet of shuffling pages
gave way to the chiming of the hour, St. Paul's chorus of
bells calling the devout to Vespers. I felt the city beat

Diana Meakem

ing—sirens screaming, mothers sighing, horns beeping—
life pulsing around me inside me through me as I weaved
through peopleandpeopleandpeople to the Tube.

As I walked down the stairs, discordant guitar chords gave way to stepping feet and the
swoosh of underground wind. I almost got off at home, but I remembered just in time,
so I switched trains. I got off at Knightsbridge, a few minutes away from my favorite
restaurant, where I'll meet my father.

I walked the few blocks towards Alberto's and saw the people's faces, circles in candle
light shimmering like they were underwater. I blinked, inhaled, and opened the door. My
father was waiting at a corner in the back. I walked to him; he stood up and hugged me.
Happy birthday, Lauren, he said, handing me blush pink roses.
Thank you, I said, smiling.

I took off my coat and scarf and sat down. A waiter with a crisp white bowtie came to
take our drink order.
What do you want? my father asked.
Mmm, I said, perusing the menu.
I'd like the Chardonnay, please. My father ordered red wine. The waiter left.

We put our menus down.

So, how are you? my father asked.
Well, work's really excellent, I said. My boss seems pleased.
Grand! he said. How's the case?
Mm, it's coming along okay. I'm still looking into a lot of angles, I said.
Isn't that the insurance company one? he asked.
Yeah. What about you? How are you? I said, ready not to talk about me any109

more. I took a sip of the Chardonnay and watched his murky green eyes while his mouth
moved, answering me. I smiled and nodded.

i had a picture of them on their wedding day beside my bed. dometirned i would take it in my
handd and Look at them together, wondering about the woman in the picture, i'dpick up the picture
next to it, dad and me on my tenth birthday, i dee the world in hid eyed.

Lauren, he said. I blinked.
Yes?
What do you want to order? he said. Oh. The waiter was back. I ordered shrimp
with linguini, my usual.

So, Dad said, What's your list for the summer? I paused.
Well, I'm planning on joining the gym, I said. I have season tickets to St. Martin-in-the-Fields, and I'm excited for that. Other than that, mostly work. I'll get a week
off at some point, but I'm don't have plans for it yet. What about you?

He put his wine glass back on the table and cleared his throat.
Well, he said, I've actually met someone.

I felt my body as if I wasn't attached to it, as if I was watching myself.

What's her name?
Her name is Amy. I think you'll really like her, Lauren.
Dad, I said, clenching my hands in my lap, how did this happen?
That's the funny part actually, he said. I've known her casually for years, but
didn't realize there was ... something between us until a work cocktail party at Christmas.
Really? I said. So it's moved pretty fast, huh?
Yeah, I guess you could say that. I'd like you to meet her sometime.

Oh, I said. I inhaled the candy sweet smell of the roses.

i remember watching my father, hid cheekboned jutting out of hid dtern, paddive face, he
didn't cry, not when all the people drove away and it wad judt he and I in the car driving home, not the
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next week when the relatives left, not the next month when all the cards stopped coming and all the
roses had died.

I blinked. Roses. On the table. Dad saying. .. .
We re actually going to Barcelona in June. I'd like you to think about coming
with us. Amy loves the idea.

I don't know if he heard me gasp or not.

I'm not sure I'm ready for that yet.
You know it's been 18 years, Lauren.
I know, I said. I just wasn't expecting it, that's all.

The food came. It smelled amazing but when I took a bite, it tasted dry in my
mouth. The rest of dinner passed in a blur. We chatted, I smiled and nodded, but I
couldn t stop thinking about my father. And Amy. Another woman in his life? What a
rotten birthday present. I don't want to go to flipping Barcelona. Not with Amy.

I hugged him goodnight as we got up to leave.
I know it must be a real shock to you, Lauren, he said. But I hope you can grow
to love her like I do.
Daddy, I said. I love you.
I love you, too, he said. Oh, I almost forgot.

He reached into his black briefcase and pulled out a wrapped present.

Do you want me to open it now? I asked.
If you want, he said.

I untied the bow and slid my fingers

under the tape, pulling off the green wrapping

paper in one piece. It was a gray leather journal with a fountain pen slid into its side. I
opened it to the front page. Scribbly scratch.

Ill

Lauren, he had written. On thid, your 25th birthday, know
1.1am proud of you.
2. Thid gift id for your lidtd.
3. Thid other gift id for whatever you pleade.
4. Amy and I would love for you to join ud in Barcelona in June.
5.1love you.
Dad

He'd slid a fifty euro note between the first pages.

I didn't know whether to laugh or cry.
Thank you, I said.
You're welcome, he said.

I kissed his cheek.
Good night, Dad.
Good night, Lauren.

I clutched my roses and my journal, walked away, and got on the Tube towards home. A
short man with a lumpy mole on his nose sat across from me. NO SMOKING read the
words above his head. NO. dcribbly dcratch above the Tube sign.

Lauren. I hope you had a good day. After homework, be dure to 1. Practice your flute for
the concert. 2. Draft that dcholardhip edday. 3. Keep reading Crime and Punishment. 4. I love
you. —Dad

I blinked; the list disappeared. By the time I got off the Tube, the air was frigid. I tight
ened my scarf, scurried down the street, took a right, and walked two more blocks to
my apartment. I sighed as I unlocked the door. I walked inside, put my purse on the
counter, hung my coat and scarf in the closet, and slipped off my shoes. Home.
I put the kettle on. As it heated, I looked around my kitchenette, at white dishes stacked
neatly in the open cabinets, at shiny surfaces of silver appliances. The lists on the fridge
at neat ninety-degree angles caught my eye.
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1

Shopping List:
1. Bread
2. Hummus
3. Biscuits
4. Cocoa

Beneath it was my Summer List, the one Dad and I talked about.

1. Join the gym
2. St. Martin-in-the-Fields concerts
3. Vacation?

Dad. Lauren, I heard his voice at dinner again. I pulled a pen out of its compartment in
the drawer beside the fridge and added Barcelona? after 3. Vacation? then scratched it
out with large, heavy strokes.

My cell phone buzzed. "10:00 Vitamins" popped up, followed by a "2 Missed Notifica
tions" box. The lists on the fridge said laurenlauren finish me. I could smell the roses on
the counter and glanced over toward my new gray journal. Ju*)t think, about it, Lauren.

I saw his handwriting again in my mind, in my journal, on the Tube, in the scraps of
paper dotting my childhood memories, in my lists on the fridge. Scribbly scratch. And
then the lists multiplied until the whole fridge was filled with his sprawly handwriting,
it kept growing and growing and growing until it covered my kitchen, ceiling, floor,
walls, it sprawled over my apartment into the den through the door to my bedroom and
then i looked down on my skin and it was covering me too my hands my arms my face
my chest my legs my toes i screamed i saw the words they felt like anchors they looked
like chains i fell down on the floor covered by the words and screamed

as i fell, i heard it. screaming, the kettle, i stood up and flipped it off. i have to get out of
here, i thought, i have to get away away

away

Lauren. I took a breath.
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I looked down at my skin covered by words! istschains screamed again found my
shoes and coat and purse and rushed out the door. dcribbly scratch, i hurried to the
Tube, away away

away i looked at my hands again fainter? can everyone ace it shoved

them in my pockets

my breath came fast, i looked at my hands again, clutched them together, washing and
washing them, ltd not enough -you aren't enough,
lauren

Lauren

Uuren

The announcement broke into my panic. Charing Cross.

Yes. I stepped off and rushed up the steps towards Trafalgar Square. Even in the dark,
Lord Nelson stared at me like always; the art museum rose solid against velvet soft sky.
Beside it lights illuminated St. Martin's columns. I walked to the center of the square
and sat down on a bench, washing and washing and washing my hands.

I put my head in my hands and watched my feet as a man in a suit passed me. The bench
beneath me felt hard, cold, utilitarian, like the people rushing around me as if I'm Lord
Nelson himself. Lauren Lauren

Imu-m

juat think about it

Shadows danced on my shoes, I looked up—fountains. Water rippling, twirling, twist
ing beneath rainbow lights, alive alive alive. I stood, took off my coat and scarf, and left
them with my purse on the bench.

i'm coming.

i walked towards the fountains; my steps echoing through the square, i dipped my
hands in the water, shivered, i pulled my hands out of the water, pushed up my sleeves,
and submerged my forearms, watching wordslistsscribblyscratch float away, i'm free i'm
free i'm free and i splashed the water on my hair, on my face, feeling it wet my lips, my
eyelashes, my cheeks, feeling it wash away the weight of the words until my skin felt
electrified.

i'm clean, i stood there, hands dripping, shivering with cold and joy. i blinked.
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I walked back towards the Tube, blood pulsing, skin tingling, smiling the whole way. I
kept looking at my shining clean skin, joy streaming inside. When I would look up from
my clean hands in the Tube, I'd see all the space around me. Peopleandpeople, yes, and
space. Space with words. But I knew they aren't my words they arent my words. I shivered
back to my apartment, feeling quiet inside. As I fell asleep a few minutes later, new
words came,

i'm free.

Author's note: In my first draft of "As the Water Flows," the story begins in Trafalgar Square. I couldn't get that
place, or the motif of the fountains, out of my head. I drove myself crazy trying to revise this story as I worked
to narrow the conflict and stream-of-consciousness bits. But the story didn't work until I began it in another
place. I knew from the beginning that Trafalgar Square was where the important stuff would happen, but the
stoiy had to move there, not begin there.
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Your mouth, that sings raspy blues songs
And quotes Shakespeare and Latin
John's Mouth

And takes long drags from cigarettes

Christina Goggin

And sweet pulls from a sharp, hard liquor,
Now has a ragged hole.

The raw flesh must be irritated when you eat.
The stitches on your gums and cheeks
Must burn and stab
Like swallowing vibrating hornets
Or slivers of razor blades
That cut patterns on
Thick, wet, muscles in your mouth.

How does it feel when something
Eats you from within?
I know nothing about it
Except that it hides in your bones.
Where else does it lurk?
In what nodes does it wait for the day
You become small enough to defeat?

Because today you are
too big,
Too cool,
too strong.
Your rebellion against life's expectations
Will surely carry over to death.

But what about the day your mouth is gone,
Stolen by this thing that hides inside you?
What else will it take?
Could it take your old and worn heart
In this battle to make you smaller?
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Maybe, but it won't get your mind.
Surely it won't take your mind.
Your mind is a steel trap.
It can find every loophole,
Avoid every snare.
This thing could never steal your mind

Which means you'll have all the answers
Until the very end, won't you?

When you waltz with death,
You'll know all the steps.
You'll push your hat back
And press your cheek to hers
And croon the way you do
With your eyes closed.
Because if you opened them,
We'd see the fear
That stole your mouth
And my joy
And everyone else's hope.

Author'•> note: [See note on page 20.]
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Bits & Pieces
Rachel Nolan
Photograph
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